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Program Groups, Freshmen Housing Addressed
Dow Announces Fall Lottery Plans
BY JONATHAN HEUSER
News Editor
The Office of Residential
Life's (ORL) annualhousing lot-
tery extravaganza will have a
somewhat different face this
year, and the set of rooms up-
perclassmen compete for will
be substantially different.
After last spring's widely
criticized lottery, which Dean of
Students David Winer called a
"debacle", Director of Residen-
tial Life Kristina Dow '75 de-
cided on a number of basic
changes in the system by which
students choose rooms.
"We have a new master
plan and we hope it will really
bring lots of improvement. We
will be concentrating freshmen,
and not in prized space, and
there will be certain limitations
on Program Groups. It will be
much more of an open assign-
ment," said Ms. Dow.
Freshmen will live almost
exclusively in all freshmen dor-
mitories, organized on the
"Freshman Experience" model
in Elton and Jones this year.
Nextyear'sfreshmeh dor-
mitories willbe Frohman/Robb,
Little, Elton, Jones, Smith, and
North Campus. These residence
halls will be closed to upper-
classmen.
Jackson and Wheaton will
be the homes of the new Magnet
dormitory program, an idea
bas^d on the concept of an aca-
demic dormitory, such as this
year's Science Dorm, but modi-
fied to avoid certain problems
that have come to light during
the course of the year.
In the Magnet program,
faculty members will request
that a certain number of rooms
be alloted to their major. Then,
certain students with a strong
interest in the subject, teacher
assistants (TA), for example, will
be assigned these rooms.
Other rooms in the dor-
mitory will be assigned to other
academic disciplines, or will be
entered into the general lottery.
In this way, Dow hopes to
create an "academic core" in the
magnet dormitories.
"Science faculty and ISP
freshmen have been really en-
thusiastic [about this year's Sci-
ence Dorm]. There is clearly
interest in continuing the Sci-
ence Dorm program," she said.
As for the Magnet dorm,
she said, "We had language
dorms for a long time— Italian,
Franch, and Spanish dorms. I
expect that there will be a lot of
faculty interest."
"In the Science Dorm, I
don't know that it's the faculty
involvement that is important.
It's having your TAs down the
hall, study groups in the lounge,
and other students sharing your
worries and classes nearby. The
student to student interaction is
important," Ms. Dow continued.
"I'm not sure the faculty
knew how to get involved. In
the Magnet Program, we antici-
IF:
pate a higher level of faculty
involvement. They willbe work-
ing with residents in a more
structured but not overly struc-
tured situation," she explained.
The Vernon Street Dormi-
tory will be the home of ORL's
new "Senior Experience" pro-
gram. The "Senior Experience",
according to Ms. Dow, will be a
version of the "Freshman Expe-
rience" program modified to
benefit graduating seniors.
Only seniors, in the case
of this lottery members of the
class of 1993, will be allowed to
live in the Vernon Street dormi-
tory. Dow explained that while
the "Freshman Experience" is
intended to help entering stu-
dents in their transition from
pre-college to college life, the
"Senior Experience" will help
with the change from college
life to the abyss which lays be-
yond.
"The ^Freshman Experi-
ence' program easily translates
to Seniors. We will have outside
speakers, and discuss topics
such as writing resumes or the
value of diversity in the work-
place. Participation will be
strictly voluntary," she said.
"After the first year with
the "Freshman Experience", we
talked about applying the pro-
grams to other dorms and
classes. I mentioned this idea
this Spring to the Strategic Plan-
ning Committee's sub-commit-
tee in Residential and Non-aca-
demic life, and they said, vLet's
Dean of Students David Winer dines happily in Mather Hall last Monday night
along with Deans Thomas and Peters. The deans will be eating alongside
students and available for discussions on any topic each Monday night.
SUZANNE FALLENDER
Colonel Charles H. Northam Towers, one of the SUMNNE FAUENMIt
most sought after residence halls on campus.
do it'," Ms. Do>v said.
Program groups, special
interestgroups thatareassigned
housing as a group, will also
find themselves in a new posi-
tion next fall.
They will be limited to
Wiggins, Boardwal k, Park Place,
and Doonesbury dormitories.
"The Program Group
Study Group looked at small,
less desirable dorms that are not
known for resident interaction.
please turn to page 5
Black Students Claim
Sexual Harassment
BYELLAMAYSETH
Opinion Editor ~~ '
The Trinity College Black
Women's Organization
(TCBWO) in accordance with
the Pan-African Alliance (PAA)
told the administration onMon-
day, February 3, that the per-
sonal safety of African Ameri-
can women hadbeen threatened
and compromised on campus.
This move by the student
organizations came after the dis-
closure of several recent inci-
dents of sexual harassment of
black female students by white
male students.
The students of P.A.A.
and T.C.B.W.O. initially ex-
pressed their concerns in a letter
issued to the Dean of Students
Office, the Office of Residential
Life, and the Womens Center
which outlined the incidents of
aggression and suggested sev-
eral steps that the administra-
tion might take to improve the
current state of social, racial, and
safety conditions at Trinity.
Followirtgthesubmission
of the letter, executive officers
from both groups met with the
Dean of Students Office and
President Gerety in what David
Winer, Dean of Students, de-
scribed as a very positive meet-
ing-
According to Mr. Winer,
"Thismeetingprovidedanother
opportunity for the DeanofStu-
dents Office as well as the Presi-
dent, with whom we have met,
to remind students that they
must be sensitive at all times to
other students. We simply will
not tolerate sexual harassment
on campus."
P.A.A. and T.C.B.W.O.
please turn to page 6
WHAT'S INSIDE THIS WEEK'S TRIPOD...
WORLD OUTLOOK:
Japan is praised this week for ad-
dressing its past injustices. Page 9.
Abstract explores the differences
between critics of Israel's politics
and anti-Semites. Please turn to
page 10. Also, the latest news of the
presidential campaign.
FEATURES:
Giving blood has never been so easy.
Cliff Fuller says so on page 16. Chris
Morea laments the dangers in fencing
on page 17. Joe LaPlume exposes the
dangerous myths of Spring Weekend
performers. Look for an update on
Scorlione's campaign, too.
ARTS:
'Podtale continues on page 20. Part II
of "On That Note" continues with a
dose-up look at the Trinitones. Marge
Piercy's stay atTrinity as Poet-in-Resi-
dencebeginsMarch4th. TheKoeppel
Center was the site of some student
bands this past weekend.
SPORTS:
Men's basketball continues their win-
ning ways. Page 28. Women's squash
is also having a very successful sea-
son. See page 28 as well. See Sports
Editor Tim Richman mauled regard-
ing his column of last week on page
26.
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OPINION
n light of the Office of Residential Life's
new housing lottery plans, two com-
mentaries are necessary:
First, the Tripod lauds the ORL's decision to
limit Program Groups to the Wiggins, Board-
walk, Park Place, and Doonesbury dormitories.
The Office of Residential Life believes that by
doing so, only those students genuinely commit-
ted to the special interest groups will remain.
Thus the two year charade called "Students
for Better Housing" appears to be coming to an
end. It is no wonder that attendance at program
study meetings dropped significantly once the
ORL announced that these special interest groups
would be limited to certain dormitories. Many
students of specialty dormitories have been known
to admit that the only reason they joined the
group is that their housing lottery prospects were
otherwise dismal.
By limiting special interest groups to - as
ORL director Kristina Dow calls them - "less
desirable dorms," the Office of Residential Life
has put them to the test. With all the "housing
freeloaders" discouraged from joining the Pro-
gram Groups, one can now expect that a sincere
core will remain, devoted to the causes they have
previously extolled.
Next year, the Trinity community should be
able to see the improved Program Groups make
substantial contributions to this campus. The Tri-
pod hopes that the Office of Residential Life's latest
decision will be just the solution for a group like
"Students for Equality," which has yet to do any-
thing even remotely remarkable in its two year
existence.
Second, the Office of Residential Life decided
to house all freshmen in University 101 dormitories
next year. The Freshman Experience has proven to
be a great way to meet other first year students,
mainly because it consisted of those who chose to
patidpate in it.
But the Tripod questions the logic of coercing
all freshman to live in a University 101 dormitory.
Freshmen who choose to live in dormitories with
upperclassmen presumably value the experience of
learning from students well-acquainted with the
campus.
The ORL should reconsider its decision while
it still has time. The policy forces students into a
living condition which they might not otherwise
choose on their own accord. The Tripod believes
that this is another action which disempowers stu-
dents. In this case, those that are disempowered
have yet to set foot on campus.
J.B.A.
Data Display
The Tripod has noticed the
' addition of a high-tech message
board over the South entrance of
the Mather Dining Hall. It should
pro ve an enjoyable and easy way to
get information. Another possibil-
ity might be a Diamond-Vision
monitor within the dining hall it-
self as adiversionduring our meals.
During game half times, Dave May
could: announce dessert offerings.
Could we get it before the Olym-
pics end?
Gambling Galore
By all accounts, Saturday's
"Casino Night" was an overwhelm-
ing success. The dining hall tables
were transformed to accomodate
Roulette, Blackjack andother games
of chance. Rarely are Trinity stu-
dents afforded the opportunity to
indulge in so many vices in a single
evening. It was truly a delight to
see some mild-mannered students
trartform themselves into high roll-
ers. The Tripod would like to know,
however, why some dealers didnot
abide by "Vegas" rules.
KlassyKeg
The Tripod offers its compli-
ments to the members of the Class
of 1995 who footed the bill for a
party featuring a keg of Lowenbrau
beer. The "Lion's Brew" was a wel-
come change from the breed of beer
which usually graces Trinity par-
ties. The Tripod looks forward ea-
gerly to more of the same in the
future.
Tacky Timepieces
In Rev. James L.McCookHall, new
clocks recently replaced the older, more
reliable ones. Not only are these clocks
faultyv but they are considerably less at-
tractive as well. One student was even
heard saying that the new clocks have an
unmistakable 1950's flair. Considering
the fact that they are in McCook, which
has a '50's flair itself, the new clocks are
most likely,in an appropriate place.
Getting To Know Us
Do you stay awake at night imag-
ining the faces behind the names on the
masthead of The Tripod? If so, turn to
page 16 for a glimpse of the people who
present the news at Trinity. The Edito-
rial Staff picture appears this weekpartly
due to the fact that, at a recent Tripod
meeting, it was found that few of the staff
had ever had their pictures in the paper.
This week's issue ought to remedy the
situation. After all, the freedom of the
press belongs to those who run one.
Life On Other Planets
The Tripod revives a past tradition
this week with the reintroduction of "Life
On Other Planets": a section devoted to
seeking out news in other colleges; to
boldy report what no one has heard be-
fore. Turn to page 7, and let's see what's
out there.,.
Black History Month
On pages 14 and 15 The Tripod
features Trinity's celebration of Black
History Month. Look for a list of some of
the most dramatic events in Arican-
American history.
Talent (?) Night
JFriday evening saw a display
of Trinity's best and brightest in the
Cave. Music, rap and comedy acts
were judged by Vinnie our postmas-
ter, Dave bur director of food ser-
vices and Tom, our president. It
must be noted that the use of certain
expletives in one performance
shocked and dismayed several of
theaudiencemembers. And to think,
some of the Tripod staff were think-
ing of performing Mozart's Sinfonia
Concertante For Winds K 613.
Busted Board=Bucks
A damaged sign in High Rise
dormitory has residents seeing red.
Due to the vagaries of the group
billing system, each residenthas been
assessed a ten dollar fine for damage
occuring tb a bulletin board in that
dorm. That amounts to a total bill of
$1,280, all to repair a simple sign.
In The News...
Is Trinity better of f today than
it was three years ago? A recent
survey among seniors seeks to an-
swer that question and evaluate the
College's academic and: social scene,
in addition to its national reputa-
tion. Turn to page 4 for details.
C.R.A.P., the College's recy-
cling committee is examining
Trinity's over consumption of office
paper. Members hope to raise envi-
ronmental conciousness on campus.
Page 4 has the story.
'Please note: Letters to The Trinity Tripod should be received by 5:00 p.m. the Friday proceeding publication the following Tuesday. They should
be typed and signed, or on a Macintosh disk. Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will
be printed, although names may be withheld if so requested after a signature. The Trinity Tripod will not publish any letter the Editors judge to be an attack
on an Individual's character or personality. All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of this
paper. Please limit all letters to five-hundred words. The Trinity Tripod reserves the right to«dit all letters for clarity and brevity.
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Atheism Article Sparks Controversy Over Christianity
To the Editor:
Thomas Catlaw's 'article' on the
fall of Atheism in the Soviet Union (Feb-
ruary 4,1992) is a collection of generali-
ties and truisms which, to use his phras-
ing, "I find altogether unstomachable."
Mr. Catlaw, uses vague invective with-
out much substance, either concerning
the policy of atheism, or the strong reli-
gious fervor which exists across a sup-
posedly godless land.
The Soviet Union's policy of athe-
ism discriminated not only against Chris-
tians, primarily Russian Orthodox Chris-
tianity, which traditionally looks more
Easterly (if you will pardon the pun),
than to the West. The Soviet state carried
on the program of Jewish persecution
begun under the Tsars, which contin-
ued- and perhaps continues unchecked-
into the present day. More Soviet Jews
than ever before are leaving, and more
are asking not why they should leave,
but when. The Jewish mathematician
Natan Sharansky served a sentence in
the prison camps and in ChistopolPrison
to preserve his rights to freedom of reli-
gion, and his right to emigrate to Israel.
Roughly one person in six in the
Soviet Union is of Islamic background,
especially along the borders between
Turkey, Iraq, and Iran. The Soviet Union
was defeated in Afghanistan at least
partly on the basis of these proportions.
Soviet Islamic troops would not fight the
Afghan rebels for religious reasons, and
front-line troops from Russia and other
western republics were spent in greater
and greater numbers, adding to resent-
ment against the war.
Islam or Judaism both experienced
equality with Christians in (lie Soviet
Union. Religion was universally despised
by Soviet leadership, and universally
persecuted^ T h e United States, in its
ideal-happy way, also sponsors freedom
of religion. The Soviet regime sponsored
freedom from religion through military
force and civil restrictions.
Despite this persecution, religion
thrived in the Soviet Union. A Russian framers of this nation that the rights to
Orthodox church in Moscow was per- - freely assemble, to petition the state for
forming 150 baptisms a week, not count-
ing those on Sundays, during the 1000th
Anniversary of Christianity in Russia and
Ukraine, back in 1987. By contrast, Fa-
ther Robert Miner, an Episcopal priest in
Old Greenwich, performs about 20 bap-
tisms a year. The largest parishes in the
U.S. perform at most 500 a year. One
small place in the Soviet Union is bring-
ing eight thousand people annually into
the Church.
redress of grievances, and the freedom to
print all views. These people are the ordi-
nary man or woman on the street; or the
Senator or the Representative who passes
such laws as may mention God; or who
harangue women going into abortion
clinics, either to condemn or praise. They
are also the men and women who gather
to pray for the leaders of the nations, that
they may be guided wisely; who work at
all kinds of trades and professions.
Mr. Catlaw calls institutionalized religion the great-
est evil humanity has inflicted upon itself. We might
say the same of almost any institution of civilization,
from banks to higher education...
Moreover, the Russian Orthodox
Church, like the GreekOrthodox Church,
takes almost all of its theology from Greek
religious sources-as opposed to Catholi-
cism and the sundry Protestant denomi-
nations, which draw from Latin sources
as well. The Orthodox Churches regard
themselves as the sole inheritors of Chris-
tian teaching, to the point where they
will not accept any baptism but their
own as valid and saving. In short, they
do not have all the connections to the
West that Mr. Catlaw presumes.
It seems that Mr. Catlaw has in
mind not so much to lament the end of
atheism in the USSR, as he is lamenting
our own hypocrisy. If this is so, then his
editor should be chastised for mistitling
his article, and not placing it on the opin-
ion page, where it seems to belong.
Regarding his comments on the
presence of God in political debate, I
need only comment briefly. It is true that
God appears in places from the debate
on abortion to our money to the pledge of
allegiance to our nationalholidays. Most
frequently, though/it is people, and not
God, who put God there. People are
exercising their right to freedom of reli-
gion, a right no less important to the
Professor Calls Tripod Story
Outrageous And Misguided
To the Editor:
It is always good to read a piece in
the Tripod that seems to recognize the
important place that religion has played
in the lives of people. I refer specifically
to Thomas Catlaw's "Lamenting the Fall
of Atheism in the Soviet Union" (2/4/
92). However, some of Mr, Catlaw's
more outrageous claims do require some
tampering by the reality of religion and
its place in American culture. Mr.
Catlaw's misguided understanding of
religion is precisely the kind of 'brain
washing' of impressionable minds (in
this case, his) he so laments in what he
erroneously takes to be the nature of
organized religion. There is probably no
more ignorant and insidious mythology
in this country than that which surrounds
religion especially in its institutional
form.
First, the so-called Christian reli-
gion that has become intertwined with
American cultural values is about as far
from genuine Christianity as Mr. Catlaw
apparently has been from courses in reli-
gion at Trinity. Most Christians who
take their core beliefs and values seri-
ously are appalled at the way in which
their faith has been manipulated, secu-
larized, and exploited by a culture and
its icons fornon-Chrisrian purposes. Few
if any Christians would recognize the
morality of contemporary America as
remotely Christian. A religion which is
committed to principles of peace and
justice is 180 degrees removed from a
political party that identifies'traditional
values' with an individualism that leaves
the poor destitute. If Mr. Catlaw wants
to find serious and radical criticisms of
Christianity and its perversion by right-
wing American interests, he should con-
sult such Christian critics as Robert Bellah,
Jim Wallis, Daniel Berrigaft, Reinhold
Mebuhr, Sojourners, The Witness, etc.
The 'god' of America is a pale, pernicious
distortion of the God of Jews and Chris-
tians.
Second, even institutional religions
cannot coerce people into them. One
joins (or doesn't) of one's free will. That
is what separation of Church and State
means. Mr. Catlaw's real objection may
be to the shallow thinking of many people
both in and outside of organized reli-
gious groups, but the groups themselves
are no more coercive of belief than are the
Republican party and radical cells of
militant atheists. Even the most hierar-
chal of institutional religions encourage
choice among their members (though
they certainly try to influence choice: but
then which group does not? The nation?
Political parties? Fraternities? Peace and
Justice groups? The Heritage Founda-
tion?) Genuine Christianity is meaning-
less unless it is built upon the free con-
sent of those who are drawn to it.
I applaud Mr. Catlaw's concern
about religion and his energy is to be
commended. But he needs deeper
grounding in the nature of religion and
especially in its historical development
in America.
Sincerely,
Frank G. Kirkpatrick
Professor of Religion
This nation, right or wrong, was
settled by colonists from Christian na-
tions. They came seeking wealth and
prosperity, freedom of worship and free-
dom of thought. They brought with
them the values and practices of the
mother country. That meant Christian
values and practices. Their practices were
not infrequently brutal to others. Even
Thomas Jefferson, whom we may con-
sider as the most freethinking of pur
presidents, edited a version of the Gos-
pels, containing what he believed were
the important details of the Life of Jesus.
The mere statistical fact of a Christian
majority is neither mere nor incidental. I
will grant Mr. Catlaw thatit is as equally
well-rooted in the American foundation
as the Declaration of Independence. But
I remind him, quoting T.S. Eliot, that
"those who serve the greater cause may
make the cause serve them, still doing
right; and striving with political men
may make that cause; political, not by
what they dp, but by what they are/'
When this nation has a Buddhist or an
Islamic majority, I imagine we wjll have
a non-Christian president.
Then, of course, there is the ques-
tion of institutionalized religion. Of
course it is inherently undemocratic. The
will of the people regarding faith, doc-
trine, and morals, in most religions, is not
a concern. If the church or synagogue
decided matters of faith and morals by
popular vote, I imagine that bans prohib-
iting sex outside marriage and other re^
strictions would not stand long.
The answers to moral questions,
for the believer, are imposed by God, or
if one chooses to deny God's existence,
then by people who believe that this is
the will of God. Democracy was not the
model they (or he/she/it/they) had in
mind.
Mr. Catlaw calls institutionalized
religion the greatest evil humanity has
inflicted upon itself. We might say the
same of almost any institution of civiliza-
tion, from banks to higher education, I
would call religious crusades, holy wars,
one of the greatest evils, but that same
institution of religion has given birth to
music and philosophy. The Church gave .
rise to the European University system,
and its members gave birth to wholenew
ways of looking at the universe, from
Copernicus' sun-centered world, to the
development of the science of Genetics.
If Mr. Catlaw insists of condemning reli-
gion and throwing it down, he must pull
down much along with it.
As to the question of being born
into an entire social, ethical, and moral
structure, I have no answer. I can be
gratified to know that my inability is
mirrored by great minds across the cen-
tury, beginning with Plato. If Mr. Catlaw
has a better solution than the present
system, there are a great many philoso-
phers, political analysts, kings, princes,
and other powerful individuals who
would no doubt be quite interested in his
information.
As a matter of fact,Ihadno control
over who my parents turned out to be. I
can hardly be held to blame for my social
and moral background, and present
standing on those grounds, if my parents
are its sole cause. But they are not. Ihave
made moral choices for myself for some
time now, sometimes for the better and
sometimes for the worse. Those deci-
sions are certainly influenced by things I
had no control over. But they are still my
choices.
Sol will not lament the fallen Bear.
The Bear's goal was to replace religion
with" atheism, To that goal, it butchered
priests, nuns and monks, rabbis, imams
and common people to stifle religious
expression. Jesus kept his nose out of
government not because there was nec-
essarily no place for it, but because the
state was hacking the nose's body to
pieces. Atheism became nothing more
than the cause of another murderous
crusade. Hey! If you don't like the way
religions use parents to indoctrinate the
young, found your own for your kids.
That way, the indoctrination will be the
right one on every count. We promise
not to burn you if you promise not to
burn us.
Faithfully,
Andrew B. Watt '92
"Pick up Women at The View"
Sexist Campus Safety Ad Sparks Anger
To the Editor:
"We can show you how to pick
up women at the View" was written in
bold letters on a Campus Safety shuttle
driver recruitment flyer Friday, Janu-
ary 17. I later found out that there was
a male version of the same sign. The
offensive nature of this sign rests in the
Campus Safety Department's use of
sexist rhetoric in trying to recruit their
drivers (who are supposed to be sensi-
tive to women and men who request
their assistance and trust in their ser-
vices.) ImplyingthattheCampus Safety
shuttle's job incorporates "picking up"
women and men is implying that they
are picking up women and men for
sexualreasons. Does theCampus Safety
Department think that it's acceptable to
lure students to the job promising dat-
ing opportunities?
Another thought hit me. "Pick-
ing up women or men" or using your
job as a security officer for dating pur-
poses is contrary to the appropriate
'role of a security person. What if this
antithesis trend in advertising campus
jobs were to continue? Would we also
see advertisements for coat checks that
promised extra pocket change (through
pick pocketing), or advertisements for
teaching assistant jobs promising in-
creased influence among friends be-
cause of the TA's powerful position to
change grades? Will we also see a
switchboard position offered to gos-
sips that like to listen in on private
conversations?
Surely, the roles of campus em-
ployment should involve the same ide-
als and values that this outstanding
liberal arts environment-embraces. An
official school department should be
an example of appropriate not inap-
propriate behavior, even if it is less
"catchy."
Cordially yours,
Mary Ann Brooks '92
Paula Tessier, Coordinator of
Sexual Assault Task Force (SATF)
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Tfte stones wWcft you are about to read are taken
directly from the files of Trinity College's Department of
Campus Safety. The names of those involved have been
eliminated in order to protect the innocent. Please note that
all suspects are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
This feature of the News section is designed to better inform
the College community of the day to day work of Campus
Safety officers.
Hang Up Immediately!
The Office of Campus Safety recently issued a warning
to all members of the Trinity Community to be aware of an
obscene telephone caller that has been tormenting Trinity
students with virtually violent, vulgar, vindictive, and ver-
bose verbal assaults in the vernacular. The obsessively
obscene caller, obstreperous in his manner, made his most
recent uncalled for aural assault on unsuspecting under-
graduates on Tuesday, February 3 at 7:50am, hours before
most honest callers could commence dialing digits. He
called Goodwin dormitory, and his harassing harangue was
identical in detail to obscene calls to others in the recent past.
Six similarly slanderous slights have been directed at other
surprised students since January 30, and most of the
mauraders silly sallies have occurred between the hours of
12:00am and 8:00am. One message left on Meredian Mail
indicated that the idiotic instigater of trouble was calling
from a foreign phone- an external number. If you are the
unlucky receiver of one of these calls, the Office of Campus
Safety reccomends that you do not respond to any of the
caller's comments and hang up immediately. Report any
incidents as soon as possible to the Office of Campus Safety.
Campus Safety is working with the Hartford Police Depart-
ment to solve the problem of these acrimonious crimes.
Anyone with any pertinent pieces of information should call
the Department of Campus Safety at 297-2222.
Keep Your Party To Yourself
Recent noise and damage complaints resulting from
parties involving kegs of alcoholic substances held in dormi-
tory common areas have warranted follow-up investigations
from the Office of Campus Safety. The Dean of Students as
well as the Office of Residential Life will be alerted to
violations of existing College rules.
Rules On Shuttles Enforced
Security Shuttle vehicle drivers are supposed to limit
the number of passengers they carry to the legal occupancy
level of each vehicle. They are also not allowed to permit
open containers of alcohol or lighted smoking material in the
shuttles.
... from the files of the
Campus Safety Office
Afraid of being
ROBBED? RAPED?
ASSAULTED?
Paint them orange, put them down, and let the
cops pick them up! Absolutely the best!
Revolutionary new defense product, superior potency,
CS tear gas with added peppering agent.
BRIGHT ORANGE DYE marks the attacker while black light sen-
sitive dye provides backup identification. Immediately disables
one or more attackers while visually marking for capture and
conviction. Compact palm-sized canister complete with holster
and key ring. AS SEEN ON TELEVISION ~ $24.95
^ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • a
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
or
more
tJ «7QC Plus $5.50
^ I / ? ? Shipping &Handling " v  • • ea. Handling
Send check or money order with this coupon to:
MAGNUM PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 623
GREENVILLE , R.I. 02828
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C.RAP. Reevaluates College's Use
Of Papei? Recommends Changes
BY PETER M. FREIDMAN
News Writer
The latest chapter of Trin-
ity College's battle to be envi-
ronmentally conscious has
brought about another new com-
mittee, this one is known as
C.R.A.P..
C.R.A.P., is properly
known as the "Committee for
the Reduction of Actual Paper"
used on campus. Committee
members include K.J. Park, the
director of Central Services,
Dean of Students David Winer,
Ann Gushee, director of Mather
Campus Center, Dan Lloyd, As-
sociate Professor of Philosophy
and John Langland, the director
of the Math, Engineering and
Computing Center.
The committee, which is
non-budgeted, was formed late
last semester in response to what
many see as a serious problem
on Trinity's campus: the waste
and overconsumption of office
paper.
This is not the committee's
only concern however. It is also
interested in working with the
Intra-Fraternity Council, Conn-
Pirg, and the Student Govern-
ment Association (SGA) to re-
duce the amount of trash that
the community produces, and
to more effectively recycle the
trash that cannot be eliminated.
i Trinity first began to re-
cycle about a year and a half
ago, when public act 87-544 re-
quired theCollege torecycle25%
of its solid waste. According to
C.R.A.P. member K.J. Park, the
school recycles well in excess of
25% of the waste it produces.
But, said Mr. Park, "There
is much more that we can do,
both in terms of building up
recycling and reducing the
amount of paper that we use."
Mr. Park said that the
College community uses 7 mil-
lion sheets of office paper in a
single year.
Tactics that the commit-
tee are considering using include
putting limits on mailbox stuff-
ings and using phone informa-
tion banks and electronic mail.
Committee member Ann
Gushee noted, "The amount of
paper that gets wasted in mail is
absolutely horrifying."
Gushee went on to men-
tion that with innovations like
the newly installed electronic
message board in Mather, the
problem can be overcome.
"People get so much junk
in their mail boxes, and it wastes
so much paper because it goes
right on the floor, or into the
trash receptacles, that if we could
put all of that junk mail into the
voice mail system we could save
tons of paper," Ms. Gushee went
on to say.
A voice mail system
would allow people to dial a
number and receive informa-
tion, such as upcoming sporting
or cultural events.
• Marriott is also being tar-
geted as a paper waster, com-
mittee members say. The Cave
in particular is an offender, be-
cause of the amount, of paper
that they use.
, According to Ms. Gushee,
Marriott is currently looking into
ways by which it can reduce its
paper load, and step up recy-
cling,
"Right now we are both
looking for a company to help
facilitate better recycling, but
many of the companies out there
are not very stable, and so we
are waiting for a strong com-
pany to come along," she ex-
plained.
C.R. A.P. is also concerned
about recycling in the dormito-
ries.
"Faculty members do
very well with office paper, and
everybody does well withnews-
paper, but in the dormitories it
is very difficult to get people to
separate office paper from their
garbage. We set up as many
recycling bins as we can, but
there are places where we just
cannot put them [because of
potential fire hazards] and in
those places we have to rely on
students being willing to walk a
little bit to recycle," said Mr.
Park. Committee members
agree that getting good results
will take some attitude adjust-
ments by everyone.
"People have to make the
effort to recycle, we need money
from the school and help from
the Trinity community to get
this working well," he said.
In 18 months the school
has recycled 16 tons of office
paper, 8 tons of newspaper, 16
tons of cardboard, and this year
they composted all of the leaves
on campus and used them as
fertilizer.
In addition to being ben-
eficial to the environment, Mr.
Park argues that recycling is
cost-effective. With hard eco-
nomic and demographic times
on the horizon for colleges and
universities across the country,
this could be a key to propelling
the committee's plans. "When
we take paper away toaland fill
it costs us money, plus we have
to pay for new paper, so with
recycling the cost is far less."
Petition Attacks College's Decline
BYJIMBARR
Opinion Editor
A petition declaring that
the quality of Trinity College
has decreased in the last three
years has recently been circulat-
ing around campus.
The title on the petition
reads "Is Trinity Better Off Now
Than It Was 3 Years Ago?" Be-
low are three main points.
The firstpointreads, "This
last year Trinity was forced to
accept over 60% of its applicants.
This suggests a decrease in the
number of quality students in
the classroom."
The second point reads as
follows, "A pending faculty
motionseeks the immediate abo-
lition of existing social activities
on campus while recommend-
ing only the 'undertaking' of a
study to provide new alterna-
tives. This means there would
be a void of social life on this
campus for years, which would
lower Trinity's appeal to pro-
spective students.
The third concern is that
•"Trinity's reputation in national
surveys continues to fall."
Below is a paragraph:
"We, the undersigned seniors
believe the value of an
undergraduate's experience at
Trinity is declining, and we are
concerned that the administra-
tion is not taking the proper steps
to remedy this situation."
The petition has been cir-
culating around campus for less
than a week, and has gathered
over 150 signatures from the se-
nior class.
"We decided to get the
seniors together, because we're
the only ones who were here
before Gerety," said one of the
authors, who preferred to re-
main anonamous. He also
claimed that only two people
approached so far had refused
to sign it, both for the same rea-
sons— not that they disagreed
with it, but because they didn't
want to have their names on the
petition.
One concern of the au-
thors of the petition is the de-
cline in the social life. They cited
that in the last three years, hard
bars have been restricted, mid-
week parties have been banned,
and dorm events, such as study
breaks, have been almost elimi-
nated.
Also concerning the issue
of Trinity's social life is a refer-
endum that the faculty will vote
on today to recommend the im-
mediate abolition of fraternities.
The faculty referendum
reads as follows, "Given the cur-
rent reconsideration by the
board of trustees of the status of
fraternities and sororities at Trin-
ity, the faculty calls upon the
trustees to abolish the frater-
nity/ sorority system at Trinity,
and to undertake planning and
commit resources to establish
appropriate social alternatives."
Said an author of the peti-
tion, "Regardless of anyone's
stance on this issue, [the refer-
endum] seems to be a danger-
ous, narrow sighted way of ad-
dressing the issue." The authors
feel that abolishing fraternities
immediately, when there cur-
rently is not a firm plan on social
alternatives, would definitely
destroy the social life of the col-
lege in the short run.
"Ideally, I think there
should be a study now to look
into alternatives," he said, and
that the future must be thought
about before the current system
is changed." He added that, "If
Trinity has to reconstruct the
social atmosphere, then the
money has to come from some-
where... Are we ready to sacri-
fice the academic program? Is
the faculty willing to risk losing
their salary increases to pay for
these programs?"
The authors, also said that
one of Trinity's best qualities is
its traditions. Whether it is "the
mid-week parties, swinging
from the flagpole, the school's
seal, or fraternities, traditions
please turn to page 7
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Standing Room Only For MTV Comedians
Koeppel Comedy Night To Be First In A Series
BYJIMBARR
Comedians enteriaineci a more than capacity crowd at
the Koeppel Social Center last Thursday.
SUMNNF FALUNDER
Opinion Editor
Trinity's Student Government As-
sociation sponsored an "MTV Comedy
Night" that packed the Koeppel Center
last Thursday night.
The night was described by SGA
President Craig Woerz as a "Non-alco-
hol specific event."
No alcohol was served at the free
event, and there was a BYOB (Bring Your
Own Beer) policy that was taken advan-
tage of by few students. Mr. Woerz said
that he thought it was fair for there to be
the option of bringing beer, but was glad
to say that despite the large crowd, only
41 cans of beer were consumed during
the night.
The event drew between 200 and
250 people who enjoyed two hours of
comedy from three performers: Steve
Hurling, Al Ducharme, and Eddie Brill.
According to Mr. Woerz, the stu-
dents who attended the event all had
good things to say about the evening.
"When I got back to my room, I had 14
"voice mail messages about it, all of them
positive," said Mr. Woerz.
Malcolm MacLean, one of the
event's organizers, said "The turnout was
spectacular. It wasn't overcrowded, al-
'though I think that next time around
we'll find ourselves with tons of people."
Mr. Woerz commented that for a Thurs-
day night, "We were able to to strike a
balance between keg parties and nothing
happening at all."
"We need to offer an alternative,"
said Mr. Woerz, "It's my goal that in two
years, Trinity will be a school with a
'social choice;" He also added that with
good leadership, non-alcohol specific
events can be successful.
Although the event was spon-
sored by SGA, future events such as
these will likely be sponsored by other
groups. Mr. MacLean said that "We
don't want SGA to become a program-
ming group. We are hoping that other
groups on campus will see theseevents
as something that is very feasible and
something that is worthwhile for the
campus." He hoped that other groups,
both Greek and non-Greek, would
want to co-sponsor events with SGA,
or with other groups on campus.
The Thursday night Comedy
Night was had originally been planned
to be a Thursday, Friday, and Satur-
day night series. According to Mr.
Woerz, it was scaled down to one night
because of the expense.
Said Mr. MacLean, "The prob-
lem right now is with funding."
Mr. Woerz said that SGA is look-
ing for corporate sponsorship from
companies such as Perrier, Segrams,
and Coca-Cola. He mentioned that
Emory University already has such a
system going with the Coca-Cola com-
pany.
If the funding can be obtained,
the comedy series would hopefully
become amonthlyeventin the Koeppel
center. Currently, the next event
planned is for the Thursday or Friday
after open period, which will prob-
ably be an acoustical guitarist.
Mr. MacLean said, "Craig Woerz
and I hope that the administration will,
continue to support our efforts to pro-
vide alternative social events on cam-
pus." ' •
Students Given New Option
General Education Committee
Studies Minor Requirement
BYEMILIEEAST
Special to the TRIPOD
For the last three years, Trinity
students have been grappling with the
addition of an integration of knowl-
edge requirement, commonly known
as the interdisciplinary minor.
At its inception, there was great
controversy among the students and
faculty as to how this new requirement
would fit into the academic framework
at Trinity. As a result of this contro-
versy, the faculty has implemented a
new integrated study track to provide
additional alternatives to the fulfill-
ment of this requirement.
The integrated study track draws
primarily from courses within a
student's major with the addition of
three or four related courses from at
least two other fields.
Some departments specify the
additional courses needed to complete
the track, while others allow students
to design their own track at the discre-
tion of the department chairperson.
In either case, the student must
gain the written approval of the de-
partment chairperson before beginning
to fulfill track requirements.
As of this date, the General Edu-
cation Council has approved tracks for
six departments and anticipates that a
number of other departments will es-
tablish tracks by the semester's end.
The response to the track pro-
gram has been positive.
"It's very encouraging to see fac-
ulty addressing the academic concerns
of the student body. By making the
study tracks a new option, they're cre-
ating a less restrictive academic envi-
ronment that students will definitely
appreciate," said Molly Thiele '94.
With the implementation of the
new integrated study tracks, students
now have several ways in which to
satisfy the Integration of Knowledge
requirement.
Students have the option to com-
plete one of the established interdisci-
plinary minors, complete an integrated
study track within a major, complete a
student-designed interdisciplinary mi-
nor, complete a major requiring courses
from at least three different fields (e.g.
Biology, American Studies etc.), com-
plete an individually tailored, interdis-
ciplinary major, complete either the
Guided Studies Program or the Inter-
disciplinary Science Program, or com-
plete an IDP project.
The Council hopes that these op-
tions will provide all students with ac-
ceptable alternatives for fulfilling their
Integration of Knowledge requirement.
The General Education Council
soon will be sending a detailed memo
to all Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors
and their advisors describing all of these
options.
Students can address any ques-
tions they have regarding the new pro-
gram to their faculty advisor, the chair-
person of their major department, or
Dean Spencer,
Lottery Based On New Master
Plan Delayed For Passover
continued from page I
They could use the program dorm
arrangement to improve quality of life/'
Ms. Dow said.
The choice of buildings will serve
another purpose as well: to weed out
those Program Group participants who
chose to live with groups solely to get
better housing than they could have
through the general lottery.
"We had a big drop off in
attendence at program group study
group meetings once the decision was
made to go with the less desirable dorms,"
she said.
"A lot of people were blaming the
program groups lastyear [for a conspicu-
ous shortage of rooms]— they were sort
of the running target. But people over-
looked the size of the class of '95: there
were 50 more freshmen that year than in
the year before, and those freshmen had
to go somewhere. Also, we changed one
freshmen dorm f romjarvis to Elton which
has 20 fewer spaces, so now you are
looking at an extra 70 people," said Ms.
Dow.
"If it weren't for that, the Program
Group effect would have seemed a lot
less harsh."
The Quiet Dorm will remain un-
changed in philosophy and location in
the Funston dormitory, but the method
for securing a place will change.
Under the current system, students
sign up for Quiet Dorm permission be-
fore the lottery, and during the actual
lottery the dorm is held for those who
have attained permission.
This year, however, students in-
terested in quiet living will have to go
through the general lottery without a
pre-reserved place, and can reserve a
space in Funston only if one is available
when their turn to choose comes. At this
time, the resident will sign a form indi-
catinghis willingness to confrom to Quiet
Dorm regulations.
The lottery itself willalsotakeplace
later than usual this year. According to
Dow, the names of students registered
for Fall 1992 will not be available from
the registrar until April 20, a date which
falls during the Jewish holiday of Pass-
over. Passover ends on April 25, mean-
ing that the first possible date for the
lottery is Sunday, April 26.
However, due to this year's new
academic schedule, April 26 is two days
before the end of classes, a time typically
filled with frantic attempts to complete
coursework. Thus, the lottery is tenta-
tively set for the first reading day after
the end of classes.
In order to fit the lottery, which
usually take place over the course of two
days, into a single rotation of the earth,
ORL will run two lotteries simulta-
neously, one for men and one for women,
"Hopefully this will all go
smoothly, but there's only one way to
find out," said Ms. Dow.
"I have really tried through the
master plan tp put together a lot of opin-
ions. It may not please everyone, but it
tries to address a lot of problems. I think
that we'll see a lot better outcome," said
Ms. Dow.
Students will receive a mailing with
details of the new plan in their campus
mailboxes sometime this week.
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RINITY HISTORY
COMPILED BY T.M. ZAHAREVICH
55 Years Ago
from the Trinity Tripod; v.33, no.14,1937
A figure-finder at Northwestern University has discov-
ered that rain- carbon dioxide and water- will dissolve the
limestone buildings on campus in 72,000 years.
Stick around and watch the chapel melt.
45 Years Ago
from the Trinity Tripod; v.44, no.13 & 14,
1947
The Junior Promenade, the highlight of this weekend,
will be held this evening at the Hartford Country Club. Danc-
ing will be from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. The Prom is the opening event
of this winter weekend.
This traditional dance was last held in 1942, but like so
many other campus activities was terminated with the war. In
addition to being the first junior prom since the war, it also
marks the return of the name band policy to Trinity as Enoch
Light has been engaged for the affair.
President G.K. Funston, in accepting the Hallden Engi-
neering Laboratory on behalf of the college at dedication cer-
emonies February 12, said the gift was gratifying because it
showed that the alumni were in back of the college and because
Mr. Hallden's career was symbolic of the advantages of Trinity
t r a i n i n g . . " •; . '• . . . . . . •.. ••,; . • ...... /
 :
Mr. Hallden, whose Horatio Alger-lifce rise to success
included immigration from Sweden in 1893, working his way
through Trinity despite language difficulties, and graduation
in 1909, offered the laboratory as "part payment" for the
advantages of his Trinity education.
The laboratory was built to conform with the designs of
other college buildings. The facing is brick with limestone trim.
The windows are partly glass blocks and partly French design,
very much like Trowbridge Memorial. It has three main rooms,
a main laboratory, an office, and a storage and instrument
room.
The new building provides adequate facilities for en-
larged enrollment and marks a new chapter in the history of
engineering at Trinity. The first chapters were the offering of a
course in surveying in the first college catalogue in 1824, the
conferring of the first B.S. degrees in 1860, and the adoption of
a special engineering course in 1903.
President Funston said," I am particularly pleased about
this gift because it now enables us to have facilities similar to the
physics and chemistry departments to teach this most impor-
tant phase of our liberal arts curriculum.
5 Years Ago
from the Trinity Tripod; v.85, no.15,1987
The Campaign for Trinity is making this year "a very
exciting time in the history of the college," said Constance
Ware, Trinity's Vice President for Development.
The Campaign, which was officially launched last Sep-
tember 19, is the largest fund-raising drive in Trinity's history.
The goal of the campaign is to raise $42 million by the year 1989.
"We really feel we have set a goal that is ambitious for
us," said Ware, "and we are doing it in a relatively short period
of time." •• ••.
Despite this, the Campaign has had a good start. Before
it kicked off in September, $17.8 million in advance gifts had
already been donated. At the present time, the campaign has
secured $23 million. "It's going gangbusters," said Ware, "so
far, response has been very positive." •_','.
The purposes of the campaign are many. If the $42
million goal is achieved, $15 million will go to strengthen the
academic program, $6 million will go to financial aid, $10
million to renovations and $8 million to improve the College's
Annual Fund. An additional $2 million will be left over for
miscellaneous purposes.
Harassment Leads To Combo Changes
continued from page 1
reported nine incidents in
which black female students
alone or in groups had been
taunted, harassed or made to
feel unsafe by white male stu-
dents.
While sexual harassment
occurs within all social, cultural
and ethnic groups, the racial
overtones of the incidents re-
ported this past week are dis-
turbing to both the administra-
tion and the student body.
Mary Ann Brooks, co-
chairman of T.C.B.W.O., said,
"We are aware that sexual as-
sault is an issue that puts the
emotional and physical well-
being of all women at stake. On
Trinity's campus there are cul-
tural implications to the issue of
sexual assault because women
of color have to deal with racist
sexual stereotypes that need to
be addressed by the college and
the students at Trinity."
According to Ms. Brooks
and her co-chair, Valerie Brown,
black women were hasseled and
badgered while walking —"——
across campus on three
separate occasions.
Outside a Satur-
day night party in Cook
Dormitory four young
black women were
taunted and jeered by
two white males. As the
women walked by, the
individuals proceeded
to pull down their pants,
laughing and making a
room of a black female and her
roommate while they were
asleep. The student awoke to
find him in the room talking
withher roommate and was out-
raged that he had been allowed
to remain.
On two more occasions,
black women were made to feel
fearful and uneasy by fellow
members of The Trinity com-
munity.
On a recent Friday night,
a black female student who went
to retrieve her laundry was fol-
lowed by four white male stu-
dents into the dorm and
laundryroom. The individuals,
who were drinking at the time,
stood and watched her until she
left.
Similarly, a group of black
female students were ap-
proached at a fraternity party
by an intoxicated white male
student who cornered them and
tried to kiss one of them.
The college administra-
tion has thus far been extremely
responsive to the concerns raised
by these incidents.
"Sexual assault againstblack
women is not solely a black/white
issue; white men as well as black
men and other men of color all
play a role in sexually assaulting
and harassing black women and
women of color."
Women's Center. According to
Ms. Brooks, this request had
been presented before.
She stated, "Several orga-
nizations have been asking for a
woman of color to be put on
staff. We haven't had one as of
yet, but we're hoping that out of
this incidence we will finally
have a woman of color to pro-
vide services to help the women
of Trinity."
The groups also called for
a restructuring of the existing
shuttle system wherein priority
would be given to individual
women waiting for an escort.
In addition, a walking stu-
dent escort who had undergone
screening and sensitivity train-
ing was suggested.
Also requested was the
immediate implementation of
the revised sexual harassment
policy pertaining to students
sexually assaulting other stu-
dents and the invitation of an
Afro-American health profes-
sional during sexual assault
awareness week in April to ad-
dress the issue of sexual harass-
'ssamamm ment with black fe-
males.
According to
Dean Winer, all de-
mands are now being
considered and the new
sexual harassment
grievancy policy is al-
ready at the printers
and will be published
at the beginning of
March and distributed
to all students.
mockery of the situation.
On another occasion,
while walking from the library,
a black female student was ac-
costed by a white male student
who reached out and touched
her on the buttocks as she passed
by.
In a third incident, a group
of white male students, appar-
ently intoxicated, deliberately
blocked the passage of a group
of black female students.
Four other situations de-
scribed by T.C.B.W.O. entail
white males entering the rooms
and bathrooms of female stu-
dents uninvited.
One black female student
was typing alone in her room
when a white male student
opened her door, explaining that
he thought she was someone
else. When the resident asked
that he leave, he was reluctant
to do so and only when she be-
came openly hostile to hinvdid
Another black female stu-
dent was accosted by two white
males while taking a shower.
Both individuals entered the
women's bathroom. One male
vomited in the toilets while an-
other proceeded to peer at the
student from under the shower
curtain, telling her that he was
looking for someone else.
Still another black female
student recalls awaking to find
a white male student standing
over her bed. The boyfriend of
her roommate, he had entered
by a connecting door. Whenshe
demanded that he leave, he re-
plied, "I just wanted to see what
was on the other side of the
wall."
A similar incident oc-
curred yet another time when a
male student walked into the •
Sympathizing with the
victims of harassment, Dean
Winer commented, "It is despi-
cable if any woman has to fear
any sort of degradation by men,
but it is even worse for women
of color because sexist attitudes
towards women of color can of-
ten be mixed with racist over-
• tones so that the insult to the
woman is exacerbated."
Nevertheless members of
T.C.B.W.O. stress the impor-
tance of understanding the is-
sue of sexual assault in gender
rather than racial terms. The
incidents presented to the col-
lege were, according to Valerie
Brown, used to express that
some African American women
have been sexually assaulted in
the Trinity community and not
to make an issue of the black/
white relationship on campus.
Ms. Brown further stated
that the goal is to, "make the
Trinity community aware of in-
cidences so that all women can
feel safer and less threatened
regardless of their color.
Ms Brooks agreed, saying
"Sexual assault against black
women is not solely a black/
white issue; white men as well
as black men and other men of
color all play a role in sexually
assaulting and harassing black
women and women of color."
Included in the demands
presented to the different ad-
ministrative offices of the col-
lege was a combination change
for the women's bathrooms
which would help to alleviate
the problem having"people of
the opposite gender in the bath-
room.
P.A.A. and T.C.B.W.O.
also strongly urged the college
to appoint an African American
woman counselor to the
Though encouraged by
the administration's response,
members of T.C.B.W.O. are not
ready to call the outcome posi-
tive. According to Ms. Brown,
"We are beginning to see some
results, but it won't be positive
until all the requests are met."
In conjuction with the
college's effort, T.C.B.W.O.,
starting on February 13, will be
holding a series of support group
sessions for women of color on
Thursdays at 9:30 in the
Women's Center.
In addition, both Ms.
Brown and Ms. Brooks strongly
urge women and men who have
been assaulted or are unsure of
their rights to report the inci-
dence and seek assistance and
counseling. Trinity's SAFE line
(2091) and Hartford's Sexual As-
sault Crisis line (522-6666) are
two available resources.
In confronting the issue
of sexual harassment and as-
sault on campus, T.C.B.W.O.
and P.A.A. members hope to
draw attention to the existing
problem and thereby create a
state of awareness on campus.
Ms. Brown affirmed, "No
woman should be a voiceless
victim within our own college
because of unjustified forms of
sexual harassment and assault."
TIRED OF THE WAY
FAST FOOD
makes you feel.. .and
look!
for quick, tasty, quality
meals
you can have in your
room,
CALL 249-9764
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Psi-U Heads Fiist Blood Drive Of
'92; Poor Student Donor Turnout
Red Cross workers help students donate blood in the
Washington Room.
SUZANNE FAUHNDEB
BY JANE REYNOLDS
Senior Editor
On Tuesday, February 4, the
Washington Room was the scene of a
blood drive co-sponsored by the
American Red Cross and the Psi-Up-
silon fraternity. It was the second of
three blood drives co-sponsored by
Psi-U that will be held on campus this
year.
Brad Strahorn '93 planned the
event, and noted that 76 units of blood
were collected. About 89 people had
signed up.
When comparing this effort to
last fall's drive, when 93 pints of blood
were donated, Mr. Strahorn said, "we
didn't do very well."
As co-sponsors of the blood
drive, the members of Psi-Upsilon
are responsible for advertising and
signing up potential donors. They
also help the Red Cross volunteers
with tasks such as assisting the do-
nors as they walk away from the tables
and taking their temperatures.
Psi-Upsilon has been involved
with these blood drives for at least 5
years. The next one will occur on
April 21,
Seniors Cite Admissions Figures,
Party Restrictions On Petition
continued from page 4
are important." They claim that "The
alumni feel that a lot of the traditions are
dying out," and that alumni donations
will dwindle if the school abandons the
past altogether.
One author seriously criticized the
freshman dorm policy. "The freshman
dorm program may improve class iden-
tity, but it also allows the administration
to rid the incoming freshman of what the
administration perceives as problems of
the past."
He said that having all the fresh-
men living together keeps them away
from the seniors, the people who know
how things used to be.
He said that the reduction of spring
break by a week was a big mistake, and
said that the possibility of eliminating
one open period has been discussed.
On the issue of the school's reputa-
tion and acceptance rates, the authors
were concerned about the current U.S.
News and World Report rating, that "re-
gardless of what we think, it's prospec-
tive students who read that, and make
decisions based on that survey."
They also believed thatbesides the
greater acceptance rate, that the SAT
scores of incoming students have
dropped. One of the authors added that
"The new admissions office certainly
won't help bring up the average SAT
scores of applicants."
Gallows Hill Bookstore
at Trinity College
Classic & contemporary books for
adults & children.
Special Orders
-Store Hours-
Mon-Fri 11-8 (203) 297-5231
Sat-Sun 12-5 300 Summit Street, Hartford, Connecticut 06106
urn
Amherst
Amherst, MA
Due to the suspension of the student Senate, the Amherst College
student Board of Governors (BOG) will submit to the student body a
referendum outlining constitutional changes to its system of student
representation. The revised constitution calls for the outright abolition
of the student Senate.
The purpose of the Senate was to suggest and debate proposals
and report on them to the BOG. But since its creation in 1988, the Senate
has rarely been able to fulfill its duties. Among the faults leading to its
current state include the inability to appropriate money, enforce
legislation and gain credibility among the student body.
The Senate has been under temporary suspension since last
September when 78% of the students approved of the review. The
referendum, if approved, would revise the constitution of the BOG to
a format similar to what had existed before 1988.
Connecticut College
New London, CT
The Eighties Party has been a growing success among Conn
students in New London. Started last spring, the idea was tried on a
whim and grew into a regular event on the campus. The three creators
of the theme Dave Baum, Debby Gibson, and Scott Murphy- thought
that the idea for this type of dance party would be a great alternative
to the house music which was subverting all other forms of dance
music.
Thinking that no one would come, the event's organizers did not
charge admission to their first party. Now the Eighties Party is now
held approximately twice a semester and nets $300 to $500. As one
student said of the music: "They are all songs you don't hear much
anymore but to which everyone still remembers the words."
IF YOU WANT TO GET FROM
STUDENT
PARKING
TO
FACULTY
PARKING
START HERE
WE WILL BE VISITING TRINITY COLLEGE:
FEBRUARY 18
IES is a nonprofit teacher placement organization. Each year we visit over 70 colleges
and universities and counsel students about teaching careers in independent schools.
For more information about IES and an interview appointment, please contact
your Career Office. If you have any questions, please telephone Kirk Russell or Brooke Bums
at (800)257-5102.
INDEPENDENT EDUCATIONAL SERVICES • 353 NASSAU ST. • PRINCETON, NJ <8540 • <»00) 237-5102
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CALENDAR:
FILM SERIES
lege
Video Native America
A free Video series at Trinity Col-
Part of a National Touring Festival
series begins Tuesday, Feb. 11
Tuesday, February 11 at 8
p.m.—TIDES OF HISTORY Life Sci-
ences Center 133
LECTURES
Cornel West to speak At Trin-
ity College on Feb. 27
Hartford, Conn. — Cornel
West, professor of religion and director
of the Afro-American Studies Program
at Princeton University /will give a lec-
tureatTrinityCollege titled "Democracy
and the Christian Tragic Sense of Life"
on Thursday, Feb. 27 at 8 p.m. in the Life
Sciences Center's Boyer auditorium.
The public is invited to attend
West's talk. Admission is free. For direc-
tions to campus, please call the Trinity
College Information Line at (203) 297-
2001.
West's talk is the annual
Michael P. Getlin Memorial Lecture in
Religion and part of the annual celebra-
tion of Black History Month at Trinity
College.
Professor Anthony M. Unger of
the Philosophy Department —SUNY
Albany will give a lecture, "The Perils of
Poetry," in McCook 313 on Thursday,
February 27th at 4:00 p.m.
GENERAL
ConnPIRG Refunds.
Last spring, students voted to con-
tinue funding ConnPIRG at $3 per stu-
dentpersemester. This money is used to
do research, lobbying and student orga-
nizing on consumer, environmental and
hunger issues. The Trinity Chapter will
provide refunds for those students who
disagree with that vote and do not wish
to support ConnPIRG. Refunds will be
available Thursday February 13 and Fri-
day February 14 lunch and dinner in
Mather.
FILM
Thursday. Feb. 13 —"Life and
Nothing More" directed by Bertrand
Tavernier. 7:30 p.m. Seabury 9-17. Part
of the film series "Perspectives on Cul-
ture and History in French and Italian
Cinema." Free admission. Information:
(203)297-2001.
Thursday. Feb. 13-"Roots of
the Mississippi Blues: The Jelly Roll
Kings and Lonnie Pitchford in Con-
cert." 8 p.m. Goodwin Theater, Austin
Arts Center. The Jelly Roll Kings(guitar,
bass, piano, drums, and vocals) and solo
blued artist Lonnie Pitchford will per-
form. A Center Artist Series presenta-
tion in conjunction with The World Mu-
sic Institute of New York City. A portion
of the proceeds from this event will ben-
efit Aids Project Hartford. General ad-
mission: $10; students and senior citi-
zens^ . Box office:(203) 297-2199.
PUBLIC TALKS
Wednesday. Feb. 12 — "Finan-
cial Economics and Public Policy Toward
Insider Trading" by Ward S. Curran, the
George M. Ferris Professor of Corpora-
tion Finance and Investments. 8 p.m.
Boyer Auditorium, Life Sciences Center.
Free admission. ThisistheannualGeorge
M. Ferris Lecture in Corporation Fi-
nance and Investments. Informa-
tion:(203) 297-2001.
Thursday. Feb. 13—"Intuition" by
Ken Bowers of the University of Water-
loo. ' 1:15 p.m. Boyer Auditorium, Life
Sciences Center. Free admission. Spon-
sored by the department of psychology
and the neuroscience program at Trinity
College. Part of the "Colloquia on Con-
sciousness" series, Information:(203)297-
2001.
Domestic Study List
Aronson, Erika '93 s92 Columbia University
Brashich, Audrey D. "93 9192 12CE/ Amherst Amherst College-
Box 1733 P.O.Box 5000 Amherst, MA01002-5000
Buckley, A.Kathleen'93 s92 American U/Econ Pol
Dolhancryk, Larisa L. '93 s92 American U/Politics The American
University Capital Hall, Room 427 4400 Massachusetts
Avenue Washington, DC 20016 Progphone: 202-895-4900
Duff, Maureen '93 s92 Williams/Mystic 2 Bruggerman Place
Mystic, Ct 06355 Progphone:203-536-2147 /
Dunning, Anne (Beau) '93 s92 American U/Justice Room 321
Capitl american University 4400 Massachusetts Avenue
Washington DC 2006 Progphone: 202-895-4900
Ives, Jonathan A, '93 s92 12CE/Darthmouth Hinman Box3640
Darthmouth College Hanover, NH 03755
McArdle, Jennifer K. '93 s92 American U/Politics Federal Hall 309,
Tenley Campus The American University 4400 Massachu-
setts Avenue, NW Washington DC 20016 Progphone: 202-
895-4900
Rainey, Kristin '93 s92 American U/Politics
Robinson, Laura M.'94 s92 Georgetown Univ.
Ryczek, Kevin '93 s92 12CE/Darthmouth Hinman Box3922
Darthmouth College Hanover, NH 03755
Socas, John'93 s92 Nat'l That Cen/Waterford National Theater
Institute Eugene O'Neil Theater Center 305 Great Neck
Road Waterford, CT 06385 Progphone; 203-443-7139
Weldjessiea '93s92 Williams/Mystic 2BruggerrnanPlace Mystic,
Ct 06355 Progphone: 203-572-5359
Woodcome, Tim '93 s92 Williams/Mystic Williams/Mystic Mari-
timeStud.50GreerumnviUe Avenue P.O.Box6000Mystic,
CT 06355 Progphone: 203-572-0711
Zehle, Christa'94 91912CE/Amherst Box 1742 Amherst College
Amherst, MA 1742 ; V
Thursday, Feb. 13~"From Cotton
Fields to Concert Stage: The Blues and
American Popular Culture," a talk by
Ray Allen of the World Music Institute,
New York City. 2:40 p.m. Goodwin The-
ater, Austin Arts Center. Talk is pre-
sented by the Austin Arts Center in con-
junction with the Feb. 13 Center Artist
Series concert, "Roots of the Mississippi
Blues: The Jelly Roll Kings and Lonnie
Pitchford," Free admission to the talk.
Information: (203) 297-2199.
Thursday .Feb. 13—"Giotto and the
Arena Chapel in Padua" by Susan
Handelman Malzone, assistant, Italian
programs, Trinity College. 4:30 p.m.
Austin Arts Center's room 320. Free
admission. Sponsored by the Barbieri
Endowment for Italian Culture. Infor-
mation:(203)297-2001.
OFF CAMPUS
American Indian Archaeological
Institute
38 Curtis Road off Route 199
Washington, CT
February 15 Native American
Film festival: A one- day screening of
Native American documentary films will
take place onSaturday, February 15,1992
from 10a,m to 6 p.m. at the Trinity Col-
lege Cinestudio, Summit Street, in Hart-
ford. Sponsored by the American Indian
Archaeological Institute, the showing of
the four films will be intersperse with
discussions on contemporary native cin-
ema by some of the movies' directors
and by cinema educators. Admission to
the showing is $7. This festival is the first
in a series of multi-disciplinary events
sponsored by the Institute during the
year to showcase the cultural, artistic,
'. and intellectual contributions; of New
England's contemporary Native Ameri-
cans. Public presentations in cities
throughout Connecticut include a forum
on the legacy of Columbus' voyages, a
heater workshop, an exhibition lacrosse
match, and a presentation of Indian mu-
sic. The series is sponsored by Connecti-
cut Commission on the Arts, the Con-
necticut Humanities Council, Union Car-
bide Corporation, and the Members of
the American Indian Archaeological In-
stitute. Call the Institute at (203) 868-
0518 for further details.
Feb. 12.17 "Meechimuk- A
place to Come Together" : An Indian
longhouse will be "home" for students
learning about Native American lifeways
through hearing stories, cooking over a
fire, and doing native crafts at
"Meechirhuk-A Place to come Together"
at the American Indian Archaeological
Institute on February 12 and 17, 1992.
Children aged 9-11 may participate on
Tuesday, February 12 from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m., and those aged 11-13 on Monday,
February 17 at the same times. Registra-
tionfeesare$18/membersand$20/non-
members. Call the Education depart-
ment at (203) 868-0518 to enroll.
Feb. 15-17 Small World Film
Series: "The Eagle Man" an "The Moun-
tain": Two short films about eagles will
be shown on February 15, 16, and 17,
1992 at 2:30 p.m. at the American Indian
Archaeological Institute. "The Eagle Man
" reviews the role played by Morley
Nelson and his films in persuading
people to modify power installations to
protect eagles from electrocution. The
lessons that eagles can teach are told
through story form in " The Mountain."
Call the Education Department at
(203)868-0518 for further information.
February 16: "Eagle Watch"
Ethnobotanist Barrie Kavasch will lead
an Eagle Watch on Sunday, February 16,
1992 at the Shepaug Observation Area.
Participants will meet at the American
Indian Archaeological Institute at 8:30
and will then travel to the observation
area. Following the watch, the group
will return to the Institute for a tour and
a "Taste of Nature." Prepayment is re-
quired, at $5 for members and children
and $10 for non-members. Enrollment is
limited. Call the Education Department
at (203)868-0518 to enroll.
Career Counseling Center
Inroads will be holding an infor-
mation session about their organization
on Tuesday, February 11, at 7 pm in
Rittebberg Lounge.
Dare to Discover for Seniors will
be held on Wednesday, February 12 at 4
pm in Alumni Lounge. Advanced sign-
up is required, so pick up your inven-
tory packets today.
Skassen, Arps is offering an in-
formation session about their law firm
on Wednesday, February 12 at 7 pm in
Alumni Lounge.
The Career Counseling Office
will be sponsoring an Independent Job
Search Workshop on Wednesday, Feb-
ruary 12 at 7 pm in Alumni Lounge.
Mass Mutual is holding an infor-
mation session on Thirsday, February
13 at 7 pm in Seabury 14.
TRIPOD PERSOS^S<Sc CLASSIFIEDS
SPRING BREAK'92
JAMAICA FROM $439
CANCUN FROM $429
FLORIDA FROM $119
TRAVEL FREE! ORGANIZE A SMALL
GROUP. FOR INFO AND RESERVA-
TIONS CALL STS 1-800-648-4849,
WANTED:
SUN & PARTY HUNGRY PEOPLE!!!
SPRING BREAK: Cancun, Bahamas
from $259.00 includes roundtrip air, 7
nights hotel, parties, free admission
and more! Organize a small group.
Earn a free trip. 1 (800) BEACH IT.
MilLP WANTED
* EXTRA INCOME '92 *
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing 1992
travel brochures. For more information
send a addressed stamped envelope to:
ATW Travel, P.O. Box 430780, Miami, FL
33143
195 KASTLE' RX15 GS SKIS, No
Bindings, New This Year! $125- x.3144
Siibxtdtyotir pasonal or
classified message.
' 7 - ' ' ' ""
M offer: •,
 :
 :
;
 FreeinFehiandlitesuesfor •'•'.
/ / :••: Witty students only
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Japan Earns Respect For
Addressing Past Injustices
BY THOMAS CATLAW
World Outlook Writer
The period of Japanese occupa-
tion of the Korean peninsula from 1910
and Japan's rape and pillage of East Asia
during much of the same time became
substantially uglier last week with the
disclosure by Korean historians of "com-
fort girls."
The label may be self-explanatory
but in brief "comfort girls" were young
Korean woman usually between the ages
of 12 and, say, 20 who were rounded up
under orders from Tokyo and bro ught to
frontline brothels. There they were re-
quired to engage in intercourse with Japa-
nese military personel at fifteen minute
intervals for up to six hours at a time.
Japanese Prime Minister Kiichi
Miyazawa's government intiatially de-
nied the allegation made by Korean
women, survivors of the brothels, that
the orders to create these brothels and fill
them with Korean teenagers originated
in Toyko. Korean historians however,
who have a nack for digging up docu-
ments Japan thought had long disap-
peared, brought forth evidence which
confirmed the allegations.
The document was an order to a
teacher to send several of her best girls
for some kind of military service. These
girls ended up in a brothels and me order
came from the capital. Japan, which tra-
ditionally denied any need to. pay finan-
cial compensation to either Koreans or
any one, agreed that perhaps in this case
they might have gone too far and wiE
consider it. It's the Nineties, you know.
Besides illustrating that the hor-
rors of World War II continue for thou-
sands who previously had their pain
suppressed, the tale of the "comfort
girls" shows that Japan has a lot of apolo-
gizing to do before it gets to the United
States arid says "sorry" for not buying
enough Buicks.
There are quite simply far impor-
tant things in the world to worry about
than the American auto-industry and for
that matter the economy. No one who
isn't running for office or has some sem-
blance of awareness believes that Japan
is the cause of cement shoes the Ameri-
can economy is wearing. We're talking
here about the complete abasement of
women and the stripping of their dig-
nity. Not quite women yet, these were
girls no younger than twelve years old,
who then lived their lives in shame and
ruin in a society were virginity is a vir-
tual pre-requisite for marriage.
These women clearly do not
have a monopoly on pain yet they and
the governments of Asia are increasingly
forcing Japan to come to grips with its
past in public. They are saying, "This is
what you did to us." It is not a pleasant
process for the Japanese any more so
than it was for their victims.
Yet there is a certain respect that
Japan earns, at least from me, in coming
face to face with the crimes it has com-
mitted. It is this respect that will forever
elude the United States of America whose
citizens flee from the ugly and the
exploitive in its history. We are ever run-
ning from the legacy of the near extermi-
nation of the American Indian, the long
domination over Latin Amercia, the Japa-
nese detention camps, slavery, and hun-
dreds of other policy decisions of dubi-
ous moral valor.
CAMPAIGN
A New Race in New Hampshire: The story of the past two
weeks (other than the painful self-destruction of Governor Bill Clinton)
seems to be the steady rise of Paul Tsongas, whose low-key image and
honest style have placed him in the high esteem of New Hampshire
voters. Tsongas, who was expected to drop slowly in the polls, has
either risen or stayed constant, a hint that many of the "undecideds"
on whom the primary seems to pivot have turned his way.
Looking Peaked: It's been another rough week for Governor
Clinton, who after spending the past fourteen days eschewing ques-
tions about the lovely Gennifer Flowers, has now watched attention
become focused on what appears to be an effort to have stayed out of
service in Vietnam. With this latest scandal, Clinton's main attraction
for traditional Democrats, his electability, may be severely tarnished.
At last poll, Clinton was still leading, though his margin over Tsongas
had slightly shrunk, prompting some to say that he had peaked too
early.
Or Not Peaked At All? In worse shape are Sens. Tom Harkin
(Iowa) and Bob Kerrey (Neb.), who never really got started in New
Hampshire, despite contrary expectations. Both have less than 10% in
recent polls; furthermore, neither has really been able to take advan-
tage of Clinton's stumbles. For the most part people are particularly
mystified as to why Kerrey has not been able to catch fire. This is about
the time in which the primary turns wild, though; watch for a late
surge by either one.
Polls and Doles: Watch for long lines at the election booths (a
huge voter turnout this year in New Hampshire is expected) ...In a poll
taken last week, Clinton, Tsongas and Kerrey all led George Bush
among New Hampshire voters (if only by less than the margin of
error)...On the other hand, Pat Buchanan has only 30%, to Bush's 60%,
among New Hampshire Republicans, though some say Buchanan's
constituency may be hidden, much in the same way David Duke's was
in Louisiana.
President Unimpressive...
Bush's State Of The Union
Speech Tepid, Weak
BY ELIZABETH GENCO
World Outlook Writer
On Tuesday, January 28th, after the dust had se ttled and the excessive
amounts of thunderous applause had ceased, President George Bush delivered
the annual State of Union Address to the members of Congress, the Cabinet,
and other state officials. The speech was heavily awaited and anticipated; it
would contain the President's proposals to end the eighteen moth long reces-
sion. For although President Bush has yet to formally declare, it is common
knowledge that he plans to try to keep his position in the Oval Office. This
might prove more difficult than the President has anticipated, and his re-
election worries were clearly portrayed in his overtly political State of the
Union Address.
The President's approval rating has dropped drastically from a record
high of 88% last February, when America's chief priority was the liberation of
Kuwait. Now Americans have turned to their own problems (the economy,
above all) and are demanding that state officials come up with solutions. For
Americans, the State of the Union Address was to be the unveiling of a concre te
blueprint to deal with the troubled economy.
But Bush didn't even discuss economic solutions until he spent the
first twenty-five minutes revelling inpast foreign policy triumphs (not the least
of which being the failed Soviet coup): "The biggest thing that has happened in
the world, in our lives, is this: "By the grace of God, America won the cold war."
Such statements were the most blatantly political of the President's flowery
rhetoric.
They play on the the irrational fear and hysteria that have characterized
American thinking for almost forty years, perhaps to demonstrate that the
irrationality that was the Cold War was not in vain. I, for one, do not believe that
the Cold War was a triumph. Thousands of lives were lost in two wars and
billions of dollars spent on weapons that would never be used, all for a conflict
based on mutual misunderstanding, is not my idea of a victory.
The President's proposed cuts in defense, though they are an im-
The President's proposed cuts in de-
fense, though they are an improvement,
cannot compensate for the immense
amounts of time, energy and money lost
during the Cold War.
provement, cannot compensate for the immense amounts of time, energy and
money lost during the Cold War. At any rate, the war is indeed over. And the
President's relish for past victories, real or imaginary, will not help the
situation at hand (except to bring back the patriotic fervor of a year ago).
President Bush's economic proposals (when he got around to
mentioning them) seemed agreeable at first glance, but disappointing after
closer examination. This might be because most of the proposals will lead to
short-term economic improvement, rather than long-term solutions to the
recession riddle. Several critics feel that many of these proposals are just
another political move to help the President's approval ratings enough to be
elected to a second term. Many of the measures have already been rejected or
heavily debated in Congress.
For example, Bush informed viewers that he had ordered the
Federal tax withholding tables to be changed, giving Americans the oppor-
tunity to choose to have the government withold less money from their
paychecks. "This initiative could return about 25 billion back into our
economy over the next 12 months. According to Newsweek, the plan amounts
to an extra three dollars per week for single households, and six dollars a
week for married households^ hardly a grand improvement in anybody's
lifestyle. Bush's plan might seem appealing to the average person (it sounded
good to me at first), but according to many economists, it really won't do
anything to improve the lot of the voters that George desperately wants to
win back.
Bush's proposed plan for economic growth not only deceived the
middle class with initiatives such as these, but provided little reassurance
that the problem of creating long-term economic growth and stability will be
solved. His proposals regarding a long-term economic plan were extremely
vague, with few concrete steps actually stated. "We will work to break down
the walls that stop free trade. We will work to open markets everywhere."
Bush also stated that he would "continue pushing to eliminate tariffs and
subsidies that damage American farmers and workers. And we'll get more
good American jobs through the Enterprise for the Americas Initiative." Such
vague statements did little to convince me that long-term growth and.repair
of the economy were Bush's chief concern. A little more elaboration as to an
actual plan of action regarding the economy for the long run would be
appreciated by many voters.
I have little doubt that Bush is sincerely concerned with improving
the state of the economy, but I am also convinced that his motives are much
more political than humanitarian. He states that "the American people aren't
impressed by gimmicks," then proceeds to dish the American people a plan
full of them. "The only test of a plan is, is it sound and will it work?"
According to many critics, Bush's plan contains neither quality.
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Bigotry Vs.
Opinion
Anti-Semitism is an extremely ugly and ancient
monster that has haunted mankind for many millennia.
Anti-Semitism has manifested itself in our society today in
many forms, from historical revisionists who claim that the
holocaust never happened to the Nation Of Islam who have
sunken to the abysmal level of scapegoating the Jews, a
postition usually reserved for skinheads and Kossacks. Anti-
Semitism manifests itself in many ways, but there is a differ-
ence between what is anti-semitic, and what it anti-Israel.
The former is unabashed bigotry and prejudice, while the
latter is political opinion.
This difference between opinion and bigotry is
often unneccesarily blurred. Organizations such as the Anti-
Defamation League which mount protests against newspa-
pers sympathetic to Palestinian causes on the grounds of
anti-semitism, are dangerously guilty of blurring this line.
The ADL is one example of how much of the American
Jewish community often equates these two very different
things. Equating opinion and bigotry is very dangerous not
only for a free society, but for the Jewish community as a
whole.
Israel is the Jewish homeland, but because of its
primary status as a nation in the world community, its
The logic thatpermts me to
believe thatcritidsmqf
Israel in this country is
indirectly a criticism qfcdl
Jews is utterly erroneous.
religious signifigance does not make it impervious to criti-
cism. The Israeli government does not speak for all Jews, and
is not the representation of all Jews, it is simply the govern-
ment of the Jewish state. The logic thatpermits me to believe
that criticism of Israel in this country is in some way indi-
rectly a criticism of all Jews is utterly erroneous. Is my
criticism of the French government an attack on all French
people? The two are very different tilings. The equating of
anti-semitism and anti-Israeli politics also cheapens the very
serious claim of anti-semitism. If the Nation Of Islam and
Nelson Mandela are thrown into the same category of anti-
semite, then the very valid claim of anti-semitism for the
Nation Of Islam is made ridiculous by the inclusion of
Mandela for his pro-Palestinian sentiment.
The argument of groups like the ADL is that often
the American Press draws a double standard with Israel. The
press will criticize Israel on it's violation of human rights
when concerned with the Palestinians, yet will not criticize
Kuwait for it's barbaric treatment of Palestinians. This
double standard is based out of anti-Semitism, The argu-
ment implies that because all of Israel's neighbors are guilty
of human rights violations than Israel's human rights viola-
tions should be ignored, because, hey, at least Israel isn't as
bad as Syria. Imagine if our criminal justice system worked
on similar lines: The rapist, the child molester, and the
embezzler should be left alone because their crimes were not
as bad as the murderer who has not been caught. This logic
falls prey to a near Infinite regress, that stifles any public
criticism on ethical and moral grounds. Why should we
criticize South Africa or Lybia when the Dominican Republic
has come off relitavely scot-free this week?
In the give and take of ideas in the press and
conversatio, criticism of Israel and Zionism is legitimate at
times and also neccesary; the one thing it is.not is anti-
Semitic. Many Jews may dismiss an editorial such as this as
being the work of a self hating Jew. I am a Zionist and a Jew,
but I feel it is far more Jewish to openly criticize Israel in the
name of the very Jewish principle of social justice, then to
blindly dismiss all criticism of Israel in the name of religious
obedience.
The Rightwaid Shift Of The
LefcADishiriring
Th e"L" word that became
political taboo in the eighties has
yet to shed its social stigma..
BY JUSTIN ANDERSON &
LUKE McGRATH
World Outlook Writers
The recent, Oliver Stone
induced, JFK conspiracy hype
that has obsessed America and
spawned such tabloid sensation-
alism as "Elvis and Kennedy The
True Story, With Never Seen
Before Evidence" demands a
reevaluation of the state of Lib-
eralism in America. Has the
American liberal remained true
to the tra-
dition of
such men
as Martin
L u t h e r
King and
FranklinD.
Roosevelt
in their
commit-
ment to so-
cial and
poli t ical
change? A conservative back-
lash, fueled by American feel-
ings of inadequacy in the world
economic markets, has
squelched any hope for a liberal
resurgence.
Political correctness has
become a dirty word; white
America is reacting with a siege
mentality, screaming that the so
called persecutors have become
the persecuted. Have the nine-
ties, as often predicted, sur-
passed the sixties in their radi-
calness, or have they returned
to the conservatism that thrived
in the fifties?
The "L" word that became
political taboo in the eighties
has yet to shed its social stigma.
The Liberals of today who are
concerned about alienating
other groups have become mod-
erates. The reactionaries of the
sixties have either become disil-
lusioned and dropped out or
acquiesced and become part of
the system. This can be seen in
the upcoming Presidential elec-
tion in which an ivy league old-
boy networking, golf playing,
exclusive country club joining,
war mongering, ex-CIA run-
ning, popularity losing Presi-
dent who can't get the country
out of a recession without play-
ing God in the Middle East, is
virtually unchallenged. Liberals
are in the midst of an identity
crisis.
With the collapse of com-
munism in eastern Europe,
American leftists have become
self alienated; the rising criti-
cism of political correctness has
stymied feminists and civil
rights activists. This leaves the
conservative faction. They have
sold out to a watered down ver-
sion of conservatism. Adopting
conservative pretensions, they
have ceased to be the source of
innovation associated with lib-
eralism in the past.
The main problem with
American liberals today is that
they are cowards. The liberal
agenda has been dictated by the
issues the Conservatives of
America deem to be important.
Rather than trying to be innova-
tive or creative in the tradition
of FDR's New Dealism, the mod-
ern liberal is more concerned
with electability than with ide-
ology. As the parry out of power,
liberals have neglected the re-
sponsibility of providing a vi-
able political alternative. Rather
than taking an offensive posi-
tion, liberals have been relegated
to the defensive by merely re-
acting to the actions of conser-
vatives. While our country con-
tinues to poor million of dollars
annually into an inadequate, an-
"•""" •——'-' ' liquated health
care system, re-
fuses to suffi-
ciently feed
and shelter its
homeless and
is unable to
employ more
than eight mil-
lion citizens,
American lib-
erals are stuck
in a conserva-
tive discourse. Liberals have
limited themselves to the politi-
cal options institutionalized dur-
ing the Reagan era.
In recent years politicians
have not offered innovative so-
lutions to America's problems.
They have merely recycled the
same solutions and presented
them as something new. An in-
novator should disregard the
concern for electability in favor
of presenting a viable, atypical
solution. Liberals, in the tradi-
tion of FDR, must assert them-
selves as innovators. Until Lib-
erals can develop a coherent pro-
gram that fuses the progressive
tenants of liberalism into a prac-
tical solution to the country's
problems, they will remain
where they have been for the
past fifteen years, in political
obscurity.
Security Council Members Meet
BYRYELKESTENBAUM
World Outlook Writer
The political leaders of
fifteen countries gathered last
week for the meeting of the
United Nations Security Coun-
cil. This was the first meeting of
its kind, in regard to the pres-
ence of the highest placed mem-
bers in their respective Govern-
ments. The downfall of the So-
viet Union and the subsequent
end of the Cold War raised hopes
of ameliorating the state of the
world, as shown by the mutual
atmosphere during the meeting.
These sentiments were ex-
pressed by the various leaders'
speeches.
The Council is made
up of fifteen countries, five of
which are permanent members.
These five "superpowers" are
responsible for ensuring world-
wide peace, while the remain-
ing ten are serving two-year
terms before they are replaced.
The five permanent countries
are the Unites States, Russia,
France, Britain, and China. The
ten temporary countries are Ec-
uador, Cape Verde, Japan, Bel-
gium, Austria, Hungary, Zim-
babwe, Morroco, Venezuela,
and India. All these countries
were represented by their Gov-
ernment heads, except for Hun-
gary and Zimbabwe, whose For-
eign Ministers attended the
meeting.
The Council asked
Boutros Ghali, the new
United Nations Secretary,
for increased ability to lo-
cate and discourage vio-
lent uprisings throughout
the world. The Council
expressed the feeling that
democracy is affecting al-
most all countries, and as
a result, worldwide vio-
lence is decreasing nota-
bly and will continue to
do so in the future. This
was the general founda-
tion of the meeting, and
the speeches by the
world's most influential
leaders underlined and
emphasized this idea.
The leaders of
the five • superpowers
spoke in turn, including
Boris Yeltsin, who was
making his first trip to the
Unites States since the col-
lapse of the Soviet Union,
and it was his first appear-
ance at the United Na-
tions. He emphasized that
the positionof himself and
of his country was com-
pletely different to what it
was merely six months ago.
Nevertheless, his colleagues at
the U.N. treated him as a new-
comer to the stage of interna-
continued on following page
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Bob Kerrey
Looking Good In
New Hampshire
In Defense Of The Persian Golf Policy:
Taking A Goser Look At Last Yeafe War
BY DANNY ANIXT
World Outlook Writer
tn this year's primary, the Democrats have presented
two viable candidates: Senator Bob Kerrey of Nebraska and
Governor Bill Clinton of Arkansas. The other candidates, such
as Tom Harkin and Jerry Brown, either lack any semblance of
broad appeal, or are not in touch with reality.
Personally, 1 could not decide until recently whether to
vole for Kerrey or Clinton in the primary. What determined my
decision was a trip I took up to New Hampshire a couple of
weeks ago with the College Democrats. In New Hampshire, t
attended a Kerrey speech in Milford and a Clinton rally in
Manchester. I thought that both men would give standard,
vague political speeches in which little of substance
However, Kerrey pleasantly
surprised me with what he said..He
was direct and spedfik about his
plans [and] some of his ideas had a
Conservative appeal
. would be said. However, Kerrey pleasantly surprised me
. bywhathesaid.Hewasdh'ectandspecuicabouthisplanswith .
regard to such issues as the establishment of national health
insurance and government spending. Some of his ideas, such as
reducing the size of the Federal government, actually had some
Conservative appeal. He also possessed a sincerity that I found :
lacking in Clinton's speech. Kerrey fielded some tough ques- .
n'ons from a skeptical audience directly and without hesitation
bringing forth ideas which seemed concrete and workable.
Clinton's speech, on the other hand, possessed a great
deal of flash and very little substance.He glazed over many of *
the tough arid unpalatable issues to create sense of hype about
him as a candidate (hence the moniker Slick Willie), there was
a great amount of flag waving and music surrounding Ms
arrival and departure from the auditorium, which appealed
more to emotion than to intellect. If I was unsure about Clinton's
views before his speech, I was positively perplexed afterwards.
However, I still did not make a decision until I read
each candidate's position, paper, I found some of Clinton's
ideas, such as providing education for those who cannot afford
it, to be impressive. On the other hand, I was troubled by his •
support of required parental notification by minors to their
parents when getting abortions. Kerrey is against putting these •
types of restrictions on abortion. What finally decided the
question for me, however, was Kerrey's stand on national,
health insurance. It is much bro.icie-1 than Clinton's plan and
Kerrey has acfually figured oui -tow to pay for it without
expanding the deficit.
Al tho ugh Clinton may have an slick image that Kerrey
does not, Kem-.y has the substance Clinton lacks.
BY JAY WISE
World Outlook Editor
In our time, trends and
perceptions come and go with
mercuric speed, and last year's
foreign policy coup can become
this year's blunder, and last
weeks Catchy Phrase can be-
come this week's Conventional
Wisdom can become next
week's Common Fallacy, but a
bandwagon is still only that: a
bandwagon. No matter your
ideological viewpoint, it's al-
ways easier to join a chorus of
voices, rather than try to drown
them out.
Criticism of the recent
Persian Gulf War has become
the latest example of intellec-
tual voguery. Just as, a year ago,
it was anathema to criticize the
spectacularly efficient forced
removal of Iraqi forces from
Kuwait by a collective national
action, aproved by a body whose
purpose is to resolve interna-
tional conflicts, it's become chic
to emphasize the negatives of a
senseless, ill-executed battle
hastily planned by hypocritical,
scheming politicians who sold
the idea to a moronic public sla-
vering for violence.
Now by, attacking
these critics, I do not mean to
assault writers (two of whom
have appeared on the World
Outlook page) who have been
steadfast in their criticism of this
country's policy in the Gulf since
the first U.S. soldier set foot in
Saudi Arabia. Rather, I'm talk-
ing about the newspapers and
magazines who, after the Iraqi
surrender, lauded the U.S.
troops, congratulated George
Bush and Dick Cheney, who
denigrated Saddam Hussein,
and who made heroes out of
Colin Powell and Norman
Schwarzkopf. These are, of
course, the same publications
that, over the past month and a
half, have printed a plethora of
pieces panning the Persian Gulf
action as empty, worthless, and
generally pathetic: the temper
tantrum of a nation unwilling to
realize that the globe revolves
not on the axis of its whims.
Congressmen silent on
the issue of the Persian Gulf
when we were having our na-
tronger Role For
lions Discussed
continued from previous page
tional affairs. His speech to the
Council seemed to have a plead-
ing tone to it, to give his country
another chance. He affirmed his
relationship with the West by
stating that Russia now "con-
siders the United States and the
West not as mere partners but
rather as allies." He also stated
his postion on nuclear weap-
ons, expressing his country's
intention to disarm a large por-
tion of its reserves.
Each summit meeting
is chaired by a different coun-
try. This year, John Major, Prime
Minister of Great Britain, found
himself in the President's seat.
This was very well timed, since
Britain's national elections are
to be held this summer, and
Major's conservative party will
be hard-pressed for a re-elec-
tion. The summit meeting was
planned by Major to coincide
with the elections, and should
boost his standing in the minds
of Britons; In his speech, he
urged his colleagues to ensure
that the United Nations has ad-
equate peacekeeping forces.
President Francois Mitterand of
France replied with a statement
that his country will provide
1,000 troops to serve the United
Nations within two days after
the summit meeting.
This event, which
brings together the most pow-
erful people in the world, is vital
to the welfare of countries ev-
erywhere. Even more so in this
certain meeting, due to the fall
of communism. The world is
changing before our very eyes,
but we cannot let this sight
dazzle us. The summit at the
United Nations took place to set
the ground for future interna-
tional endeavors, and with the
world watching (hopefully with
sunglasses), drastic changes are
bound to take place. The meet-
ing seemed to be a success, and
the participants walked away
with a rather unfamiliar thought
occupying their minds: a poten-
tial world peace.
tional parades are now lambast-
ing George Bush: he went too
far, he didn't go far enough, he
equivocated, he acted too rashly.
Perhaps, rather these
idiotic intellectual spasms, we
should take a rational look at
what happened. Let's put aside
rhetoric, let's make away with
politics just for a moment.
As far as lean tell, what
happened was this: a very large
nation-state militarily invaded
an internationally recognized
small nation-state with a mili-
tary roughly twenty times big-
ger than the defense forces of
the small one. After defeating
the small country, the large
country simply tried to elimi-
nate the small country, making
a part, a district, of the large
country. This, I don't think any-
one will argue, is wrong. Ku-
wait (as, opposed to two situa-
tions often used in comparison,
Grenada and Panama) had not
previously declared war on Iraq,
nor had it been overtly hostile to
Iraq.
I tend to believe that
the world has a moral impera-
tive to keep this from happen-
ing. The idea that we might
someday live in a world where
large countries just sort of mili-
tarily overwhelm the weak ones
around them is a little frighten-
ing. Some degree of respect for
sovereignty must be upheld,
even if it is simply the base re-
spect for another country's bor-
ders; even if it is simply the right
not to be invaded.
And then, we took our
case to a body whose very raison
d'etre is to resolve international
conflicts, and it almost unani-
mously approved the use of
force to eject the Iraqi army from
Kuwait. This limitation was im-
portant. It meant the United
States could not simply race
around the region doing what-
ever they pleased. It was not a
mandate to topple Saddam Hus-
sein.
After that, the United
States, along with the assistance
of several other nation-states,
began to systematically destroy
the pow er, supply, and commu-
nication lines linking the Iraqi
army in occupied Kuwait to Iraq.
Finally, weejected the Iraqi army
from Kuwait, causing a unde-
termined amount of casualties
(guesses, none of them concl u-
sive, have ranged from under
5,000 to over 100,000).
Now, I know there
were other reasons forwhy were
in Kuwait, I know there was oil,
I know Saddam Hussein was a
palpable threat to security in the
region. And I understand that
our reasons for first going to the
United Nations were less than
altruistic. But that doesn't mat-
ter. You don't have to approve
of your country's reasoning
(when James Baker was going
around saying we were in the
Gulf for "jobs," I, for one, was
revolted) to approve of its ac-
tions. We ended the brutal
(though admittedly exagger-
ated) Iraqi occupation of Ku-
wait. We did not try to militarily
topple Saddam Hussein. We
established a little bit oi an en-
couraging precedent in asking
the United Nations to let us take
a multilateral action not involv-
ing U.N. forces.
Finally, let us realize
that nations are,most of the time,
going to act according to their
self-interests. Peace never comes
about because leaders are hu-
manitarians; rather, they realize
it's no longer in their best inter-
ests to exist in conflict. If Hafez
al-Assad is going to make even
superficial conciliatory gestures
to Israel (and vice versa), doesn't
that advance the cause of Peace
in the slightest? And does it
matter if they're only doing it to
placate the U.S?
Some people wonder
why the United States got stuck
with this responsibility. The an-
swer is, that, as a legacy of the
Cold War, the U.S. has become
the militarily strongest nation-
state in the world. Who but us to
assume responsibility? No, we
are not the world's policeman.
But we are like a lead-
ing citizen in an Old West town,
and when a crook starts run-
ning amok, we've got to round
up a pbsse. That's a little corny,
I'll admit, but with this huge
stockpile of weapons left over
from the East-West coliflict,
we've found ourselves in a new
position of responsibility. No
matterwhatPat Buchanansays.
WriteFor
World Outlook
©©«»
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Connecticut Update: The Week
According to Governor Weicker
BY CRAIG BRAMLEY
Metro-Hatrford Writer
The coming of the new year
brings the spring session for the Con-
necticut General Assembly. This ses-
sion is scheduled to run through May
and is traditionally devoted to the bud-
get. This year will be no different. The
Governor has proposed a budget that
will be the basis for discussion this
spring. While there is little chance that
the budget will be passed in its original
form, the crisis that faces lawmakers
may force the hands of Weicker's op-
position, The only issue that may upset
the tight schedule is the income tax.
Though the vote counthasnot changed
and the chances of overriding a veto
are slim, Republicans will try to repair
or repeal the income tax.
Last Wednesday, Governor
Lowell P. Weicker faced the Connecti-
cut General Assembly and the state as
a whole in his annual budget address.
His message - that the painful tax in-
crease of last year was the first step
toward long term fiscal stability for the
state, this year's deep spending cuts
will be the final step.
Weicker calls for cuts in a wide
range of programs and while there ha ve
been few protests from legislators at
this point, there will be strong opposi-
tion from a number of sources to pro-
posals in the Governor's budget. The
good news with the budget is that there
are no new taxes proposed. This does
not mean that there will be no increase in
revenue. Fees for liquor permits, courts,
professional certification, and motor ve-
hicle services will all increase. The total
proposed for revenues and outlays is
$7,266 billion.
Cuts in spending are proposed
for a wide variety of programs. First, the
state work force
would be re-
duced by 2,700,
p r i m a r i l y
through attrition
and early retire-
ment. Layoffs
will occur if nec-
essary. Health
and retirement
benefits would be
reduced and au-
tomatic cost of
living increases
would be elimi-
nated for state
employees at the
end of the current
labor contract. A cut of $143 million is
proposed for aid to Connecticut's cities
and towns. There would be a change in
the rate formula used by Medicaid to
fund the state's nursing homes. The
state's welfare programs would be hit
very hard through a more stringent quali-
fication procedure and elimination of
scheduled benefit increases.
In the midst of this widespread
attack on programs, there will be some
increases. These will be in the form of
increased spending for the state Depart-
ment of Correction, increased staff for
the Department of Children and Youth
Services, and increases in rebates to
manufacturers paying high property
taxes in distressed municipalitie&Vhile
legislators will
want to fight for
their districts
and avoid cuts,
the state's fiscal
situation will
make any politi-
cal maneuvering
very difficult.
Legislators that
work to elimi-
nate cuts in one
area will have to
be willing to
point to other ar-
eas where sav-
ings can be
made.
The real fireworks will be be-
tween the Weicker administration and
the labor unions and possibly in the ar-
eas of income tax repair or repeal. Along
with the cuts in jobs and benefits for state
workers, the Governor has called for the
removal of health, pension, and worker's
compensation benefits from collective
This column is a new
addition to the Metro-
Hartfoid section that will be
included from time to time to
keep Tripod readers
informed on Connecticut
politics. If you have any
suggestions please leave a
note in Box 1543.
bargaining. For the change to occur,
there will have to be a separate bill to
redefine the collective bargaining pro-
cess. Weicker has also proposed a mea-
sure that would allow towns to reject
labor contracts after binding arbitra-
tion. This would severely weaken
labor's position in the bargaining pro-
cess. State employee labor unions and
their allies in the General Assembly will
fight these proposals at every turn.
Weicker seems earnest in his call for a
fundamental change, but he will have
to be victorious in a vicious political
battle for it to occur.
After last year's drawn out
fight over the new state income tax, it is
unlikely that the issue will be left alone
during this session. Though the spring
is traditionally the budget session, Re-
publicans in the General Assembly will
most likely introduce a repair or repeal
bill to try and gain some political ad-
vantage for the November elections.
There is little chance that the votes will
change from last session, and thus little
chance that any bill on this topic will
pass the governor's veto.
The elections in November
might be enough incentive to keep this
session to its schedule and avoid a re-
peat of lastyear's special sessions. There
is a general consensus at the capital that
the State of Connecticut is in the midst
of a crisis and that these problems should
be addressed earlier, instead of later.
Amaze Mends with yoiH" new-found knowledge...
Take The Connecticut Cultural literacy Test
...BYRICKZEDNDC
Business Manager
It doesn't matter where you call "home". Whether you hail from Kodiak,
Alaska, or Miami, Florida, if you are a Trinity student, you live in Connecticut eight
months of the year. As inhabitants of this state, we should all know some of the basics.
We don't mean hard facts such as what is the state's population (approx. 3.1
million), or who was the first governor Qohn Haynes). This isn't mere trivia. This is
serious fodder for cocktail reception schmooze.
As a public service, The Tripod hopes to aide all aliens (and select natives
whose upbringing may have been warped by an out-of-state boarding school). Test
yourself and find out how much you know about your home, or adopted, state.
A Quiz to
1) What is
2) What is
3) What is
4) What is
5) What is
6) What is
7) What is
8) What is
9) What is
10) Who is
The Test
Connecticut Cultural Literacy.
the official
the official
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
official
official
official
official
official
official
official
official
state
state
state
state
state
state
state
state
state
state
motto?
song?
bird?
animal?
insect?
tree?
ship?
mineral?
flower?
hero?
Answers
1) The phrase "Qui Transtulit Sustinet" means "He Who Transplanted Still
Sustains" and appears on a white streamer beneath a shield on the state flag.
2) The famous tune "Yankee Doodle," what else?
3) Unknown to many people, many American Robins, or Turdus Migratorius
for you latin buffs, spend the entire winter roosted among the evergreens in New
England. l
4) The Sperm Whale was the most sought after species by whalers of thel9th
century. With ships leaving New London and Mystic, Connecticut ranked second
only to Massachusetts as a whale hunting state. The whales were coveted for their oil
which was used in lamps.
5) Though not native to Connecticut, the European "Praying" Mantis can be
found throughout the state from spring until fall.
The Charter Oak, the State Tree of Connecticut
6) Lore has it that in 1687, Captain Joseph Wadsworth hid Connecticut's
Charter from an agent of James II, Sir Edmond Andros, in an old oak on the Wyllys
estate. The tree which came to be known as the Charter Oak fell during a storm on
August 21,1856.
7) The USS Nautilus, or SSN 571 for you naval buffs, was built by Connecticut
craftsmen and traveled 450,000 nautical miles during its 25-year career. The vessel is
a National Historic Landmark exhibited in Groton.
8) The Garnet, or Fe3Al2Si3012for you chemistry buffs, was an early industrial
resource for Connecticut.
9) One of the most beautiful native American shrubs, the Mountain Laurel
blossoms white and pink in late June.
10) Nathan Hale was born in Coventry in 1755 and later educated at Yale
University. In 1775, He was commissioned as a Captain in the Continental Army.
When General George Washington requested a volunteer in September of the
following year, Hale agreed to cross enemy lines to gather information as to the
strength and plans of the British. He was caught while returning and hung as a spy
without benefit of a trial.
*If you were correct on: O, eitheryou are an out-of-state freshman or in a fog.
1-3, you are an average Bantam. 4-6, you have spent too much of your life in the
nation's third smallest state. 7-9, you should run for Governor. All 10, you must be
a librarian.
For more obscure facts about the "Nutmeg" or "Constitution" State, refer to the
Connecticut State Register and Manual.
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A talk with the Coordinator about iheGoab of the Project
Beyond The Long Walk
A Vision Into Hartford: The Hartford Vision Project
BY SUNNY ASGHAR
Metro-Hartford Editor
The Hartford Vision Project was
started by a group of area residents drawn
from the American Leadership Forum
and the Knox Foundation who were con-
cerned about Hartford and proposed an
idea to develop an action plan for our
city,that would be shared and supported
by mostpeople.The purpose of the group
is to develop and advocate the action
plan to propel Hartford into the 21st
century as a dynamic, livable and com-
petitive city .The plan aims to be socially
just and economically viable. The cur-
rent project organizer for the Hartford
Vision Project is Elinor Jacobson,who was
able to provide me with insights and
information concerning the Hartford
Vision project.
Elinor informed me that the project
consists of a Task Force led by 47 people
who are representative of Hartford resi-
dents, government, business and institu-
tions. Although the planning group will
initially make the outreach effort,the task
force will ultimately determine how large
it should be and whether it is truly repre-
sentative of the larger community. Cur-
rently the program is being sponsored
by large government organizations such
as United Technologies/Travelers, Aetna
and Fleet Bank. Elinor told me that any
organization,business or agency can be-
come a sponsor by supporting the level
of activity on a variety of levels,not nec-
essarily financial.Several work groups
will be established to deal with specific
subjects identified through a broad com-
munity participation project.Two groups
are already underway dealing with the
broader concerns of children and
families,and the revitalization of our com-
munities and economy, for as we all know
Hartford is in an economic recession.
However,the challenges faced by the city
and the region transcend the economic
climate; the recession merely highlights
problems which are of long standing.
Such as:
*Hartford's geographical size con-
tributes to its being listed as one of the
poorest cities in the nation;this in spite of
the city being within one of the wealthi-
est states in the country.
*22% of the city's residents (31,010
people) are receiving public assistance.
*This represents 94.5% of those re-
ceiving public assistance in the state capi-
tal region.
*65% of the city's residents require
some form of assistance from the city,
state or federal government in order to
make ends meet.
*70% of Hartford county's 3,436
public housing units are within the city.
*Hartford's Public Schools are seg-
regated^ to 91% of the school popula-
tion are minorities).
The city and the region continues
to loose jobs at an alarming rate(ll,000
reported in the years 1989-90), and em-
ployers are increasingly reporting that
many of their prospective employees do
not possess basic skills necessary to do
the job.
*Downtown, from which the city
draws 90% of its tax revenue, is in trouble
with shrinking retail, large office vacan-
cies, and four large vacant sites where
future development does not look prom-
ising.
"Increasing AIDS cases,low birth
weight babies, poor prenatal care, a poor
preventive health care delivery system
all are factors contributing to an over-
whelmed system and overburdened
health care delivery system.
Negative as the situation may seem
it also provides opportunity to focus at-
tention on these problems and provide a
solution to the problems. If we do not
concentrate on this the long-term health
and indeed the survival of the region are
at stake.
The project simply aims to make
Hartford a vibrant and desirable place to
live,work and raise a family .However
the project emphasizes that Hartford
must be globally competitive, provide
equality of opportunity, and celebrate its
diversity.
Thus the project stresses the par-
ticipation of everyone in the city, for
together only the people can build up the
city. This effort says to all the people
working and living in Hartford," We need
all of you fully participating and express-
ing yourselves, in order to have the kind
of community in which all voices are
heard and listened to." Hartford is at the
"center of the wheel", and in order to
have a vibrant region ,we must start at
the center. Elinor explained that there
are many efforts in various stages of
development whichwill affect this plan-
ning process.
However, Elinor believes that this
new project is more inclusive and could
coordinate some of the other efforts or at
least work with these other efforts, such
as Chamber of Commerce Regional Eco-
nomic Plan, Mayor's Task Force on Qual-
ity Education, Cap itol Region Council of
Governments, Upper Albany Project,
Downtown Council-Planning for Down-
town Development and the Capitol Re-
gion Education Council. If these projects
coordinated they could effectively hus-
band their resources.
C urrentl y, it is anticipated that this
entire effort will unfold over a sixteen to
eighteen month period. From experi-
ence in other communities, an effort such
as this can cost as much as $150,000 to
$250,000 per year. Fund raising efforts
are under way to raise up to $400,000 in
cash and kind contributions. Elinor also
gave me additional information of the
various plans being made to publicize
the efforts being made.
The project aims to present a sur-
vey undertaken on Public access televi-
sion, channel 26. In this way they aim to
show the people of Hartford that not
only are they serious about this project
but also trying very hard to accumulate
differing opinions so that they can im-
prove the city in a way that is beneficial
to all.
Elinor also claims upon being
asked that she is like all other state resi-
dents concerned about the governor's
state of the state address and the budget
proposal. She talked about the pattern
where the federal government passed
the burden of finances to the state gov-
ernment which in turn passes the re-
sponsibility to the city organizations.
Thus it is finally the cities that are left
with the fiscal responsibilities, and there-^
fore begin to suffer.
Therefore Elinor stresses that it
"makes the job(of revitalizing Hartford)
more urgent, and more important for
people to come together and use all expe-
riences."
bid In Brief.-.
By Metro-Hartford Staff
Hartford's not that dull: According to the Hartford Civic Center,
three big events (as well as a Bridal Expo that lasted all weekend) drew
over 51,000 people to the Hartford area. In case you're keeping track,
there was a Rod Stewart concert, a Whalers game and a UConn
basketball game. The concert was Hold out, but apparently Rod was a
little sick, and not up to par, incidentally.
The Democrats are coining, the Democrats are coming!: Demo-
cratic Presidential Candidate Governor Bill Clinton (Arkansas) will be
giving his first fundraising event in Connecticut, a $500/plate dinner
this Thursday. Clinton, who, at the time this was written was leading in
New Hampshire polls, should be a fairly hot commodity. Furthermore/
Connecticut Senator Chris Dodd, who's up for re-election this Fall, will
actually be coming to and speaking at Trinity College this coming
Wednesday.
In Real Living Color: David Alan Grier, who's become known for
his role as the effeminate Antoine Merriweather in the T.V. show In
Living Color's skit "Men on Film," appeared Saturday at the Bushnell
in Hartford, to enthusiastic crowds. Grier, who is a Yale drama school
graduate, is taking a break from the show...for one night.
More Bushnell Stuff: Also appearing at the Bushnell willbe the
musical adaption of Shakespeare's Taming of the Shrew, "Kiss Me
Kate." The show will be appearing from Feb. 11- to 16th, a perfect
Valentine's day excursion.
More Politics: And speaking of Dodd, two press releases indicate
a renewed interest in the plight of the inner city; he's introduced a
measure to provide assistance to distressed comunities, as well as been
appointed to the Task Force and Advisoty Committee on Community
and Urban Revitalization. Cnecticut cities and towns affected will
include Bridgeport, Hartford, New Britain, New London, New Haven,
Norwhich and Waterbury...In less prominent but certainly no less
dramatic news, the Conecticut Libertarian Party held a press conference
February 7th, at which the National Libertarian Party's nominee for
President Andre Marrou spoke.
Statistics You Should Care About: A Connecticut resident is
charged about $13 more than the average United States citizen for a
monthly bill of 500 kilowatt hour ($58-$45), is charged far more (on
average) for phone service than New York or New Jersey, and pays more
for cable televsion ($20.75 to $18.84) than does the average United States
television owner. On the other hand, the members of its Department of
Public Utilities Control are paid far less than comparable positions in
New York or New Jersey.
Bad News...:The Clay Arsenal Area, a Hartford neighborhood has
lost $400,000 in grant money, because area ministers couldn't agree on
how to use the money. The Hartford Foundation for Public Giving,
apparently upset over the delay recently announced it would cancel the
grant, whgich was to be used to assuage such ills as teen pregnancy, drug
abuse and unemployment. ;
...And Good: Eight area high school students were honored in
Aema'sanhualAmericanExperienceAw-ards,includingCait3mPlunkett,
a sophmore at Hartford Public High School, who took home first place
and $10,000 for her essay> "You Can't Rock the Pub"....In other good
news for Hartford's schools, twelve hartford teachers were recognized
by their peers for excellence, including Sally Ann Bergen, who teaches
at Weaver High School and was named 1991's teacher of the year in
Hartford.
The 10 Most Dramatic Events in African-American History (As appeared in Ebony Magazine)
1. The Black Coming
August, 1619—The first group of Africans in English America landed at Jamestown,
Virginia. A year before the Mayflower arrived, this nameless vessel brought twenty
Africans whom had been captured from a Spanish ship bound for the West Indies.
2. The Founding of Black America
April 12,1787—Richard Allen and Absalom Jones created the Free African Society
in Philadelphia. Similar societies of independent Black churches, schools, and
cultural organizations were established in most major northern cities. The move-
ment climaxed in the 1820's and 30's with Freedom's Journal, the first Black newspa-
per, and the convening of the first national convention.
3. Nat Turner's War
Aug. 21,1831 — Nat Turner, a Virginia slave who was about 30 years old, led a
small army through the woods to the home of Joseph Travis, who had married the
widow of Turner's last master and therefore inherited Turner. The seven men, armed
with a hatchet and broadax, went from house to house, and within 24 hours,
numbered 70 and had killed at least 57 Whites.
4. Free At Last
Jan. 31,1865 - Congress passed the Thirteenth Amendment to the United States
Constitution outlawing slavery.
5. Booker T. Washington vs. W.E.B. DuBois
1895-1906 — Washington's refusal to make a direct and open attack on Jim Crow
and his implicit acceptance of segregation
brought him into conflict DuBois and group of
Black militants who organized the germinal
Niagara movement.
6. The Great Migration
1910-1940's ~ The largest internal migra-
tion in American history took over four million Blacks from southern plantations to
southern cities and then to northern cities. There they emancipate themselves politi-
cally and economically and created the foundation of contemporary Black America.
7. Brown vs. Board of Education
May 17,1954 ~ The United States Supreme Court unanimously ruled to overturn
the precedent of "separate but equal," which had been set in Plessy vs. Ferguson.
Future Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall was chief counsel of the NAACP in
the case which made segregation illegal.
8. Montgomery and the Freedom Movement
Dec. 1, 1955 - Rosa Parks was arrested in Montgomery,
Alabama, for refusing to give up her bus seat for a White person.
Four days later local leaders called a one-day bus boycott in
protest_pi_the_arrest. The boycott lasted 381 days and saw the
.- ._ _ emergence of Martin Luther King Jr. and a
series of movements including the Sit-ins
and Freedom Rides.
9. Little Rock
Sept. 25,1957 - In order to defend the rights of Black Ameri-
cans and enforce the orders of a federal court, more than 1,000
armed U.S. soldiers escorted six Black females and three Black
males into Central High School in Little Rock, Arkansas.
10.: Memphis and the Triumph of the Spirit
April 4,1968 - Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was assassinated on the balcony of
the Lorraine Motel in Memphis, Tennessee. On April 9, more than 200,000 mourners
followed King's coffin, which was carried through the streets of Atlanta on a wagon,
borne by two Georgia mules. Eighteen years later, King became the second American
citizen to be celebrated in a personal national holiday.
Rosa Parks
Booker T. Washington & W.E.B. DuBois
9*8&&gN&&* •
"Fair teachers tell, good teachers explain, superior teachers demonstrate, and SIIAHNF FALIENDER
great teachers inspire." By his own definition, Dr. Lynworth Gunthcr pro\es to be
a great teacher Thursday night at the Umoja House. Dr. Gunther let tured on
"Black Students on Taditionally White Campuses."
1
 The first Black person t^eive a degree from Trinity was
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performing in the Austin Arts Center. On February 19, "raptavist" Sister Souljah will
lecture at 6:00 pm in the Washington Room. Compiled by Rick Zednik
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If you didn't give blood for rational (or irrational) reasons last week, then this is the finest substitute...
You Gave Blood... And It Was Okay
The red cross, the seal of the
Red Cross since 1874.
BY CLIFF PULLER
Features Editor
You have this thing for blood, you
know? The very thought of it, or of veins,
or of sharpened blades, or of needles, give
you uncontrollable shudders and
prompts you to protect your wrists and
arms from these "oogy" catchphrases.
Yet there you were, outside the dining
hall, a Red Cross ticket stub handed to
you by a Psi-U brother which confirmed
your commitment to parting with a pint-
sized donation. And now, with bloody
invitation in hand,
here you are.
Three flights
up in Mather Hall,
at the mouth of the
cavernous Wash-
ington Room (ap-
parently no one
thought of the
swooning donors'
stairway descent
following their con-
tribution), the Red
Cross has set up
shop like a high
school gymnasium
, systematically organizing stations com-
prising of chairs, tables, and cots. You
are greeted immediately at the door by a
Red, Cross volunteer in a baby blue uni-
form. Walk-ins mill around you and this
table as she asks you if you have an
appointment. Yes, yes you do (you say),
producing the bloody stub. The Red,
Cross volunteer confirms the time and
your name with the Hme and rtame in her
book, then asks, "Is this your first time?"
You reply yes... yes it is.
All at once, the Red, Cross volun-
teer gives you three stickers and a carbon
copied application of reds, whites, and
hues, while telling you what to do: "Put
these stickers on. Fill out the blue boxed
areas, do not fill out these (gesturing to a
part which was not blue boxed), and sit
overthere to getyour temperature taken."
You thank her, and put on the decals.
One is a name tag, which you fill out
seriously after a few moments because
you cannot think of a joke name. The
other two are Red Cross Badges of Cour-
age ("It's My First Time!" one shouts,
while the other requests that your peers
be nice to you, for you gave blood today),
Papers in hand, you shuffle over to the
next station, your apprehension hidden
behind the paperwork you have yet to
complete.
Two rows of chairs face each other
here, and another nurse-looking Red,
Cross volunteer is hovering around, tak-
ing temperatures. Clipboards and black
pens await the generous, blue-boxed-
area-only, application-filling donors. The
volunteer finally reaches you, brandish-
ing her digital thermometer like an oily
dipstick. Theplastic instrument she slides
under your tongue is attached to a clini-
cal-looking box with a curly white cord.
As you await the verdict, you
fill out your vital statistics
(name, address) and check
off the Yes and No boxes
corresponding to your per-
sonal history (Have you un-
dergonedentalworkinthepast
three days or taken medication
in the past month? Do you
havethefluoracold? And the
always specific medical
question Are you feeling well
today?). No, no, no, you
check - and the thermom-
eter responds with a shrill,
slow beep beep, like the
Road Runner on valium. The nursey
volunteer tells you your temperature (97
point something), and as
you scrawl it on the form,
you are directed to the next
station - all the while get-
ting closer and closer to the
inevitable, bloody deed.
While waiting arnong
three purgatorial rows of,
chairs for more tests and
questions, you hear a hotel-
front-desk-sounding bell
"ping" from across the
consummate and bloodiest breadwin-
ner. He takes your blood pressure and
then pierces your left lobe with a lancet,
drawing a dot of blood (for a hemoglobin
and iron check) with a glass pipet. While
you press a gauze pad to your lobe, he
scans your form, and then proceeds to
grill you. Readingoff the "yes/no" ques-
tions that you were prohibited from an-
swering (federal law requires him to do
this, he tells you), his tone is suspicious -
as if this quiz is designed to trip you up.
"Have you ever had sex with a prostitute or
W drug user? Do you have any boils, sores,
or funguses on your arms ? Were you born in
Africa south of the Sahara, including the
islands around (somewhere)?"
No, no, no, no, no, no, is all you
reply, somewhat taken aback at the per-
sonal questions. Satisfied, the Red, Cross
volunteer directs you to yet another sta-
tion, where you receive your kit.
This volunteer does not look nurse
or doctor-like at all, but more like a
biker.Perhaps because his arms are cov-
ered with murky tattoos. After some
semantics, he hands you a blood donat-
ing "kit": three thick plastic baggies with
tubes and glass vials attached, and your
form (with newly attached bar code la-
bels in the corner). You are pointed to
your final destination - where the blood
While awaiting your bloody fate at the last
waystation, you see the woman who swooned ear-
lier. The volunteers are reluctant to let her leave,
and they (for the past forty minutes) have been
walking her around the room like a horse in the
pasture... .'
room. You glance over just in time to see
several attendants attending to a poten-
tial fainter, who is- eased into an ugly
green cot marked "Recovery." This does
little to assuage your fears of the un-
known. You do, however, note the snack
table - and assign the goodies upon it as
the light at the end of this tunnel, trying
hard not to think of (needles) or (blood).
Finally, you progress to the next
station. TheRed, Cross volunteerpresent
to take you through this stage has at least
twenty pins on his tie. Each tie tack
signifies one gallon of blood the wearer
has donated. This man, it seems, is the
Individual Tutoring
Monday-Friday 1:00-4:00 PM
Monday-Thursday 6:30-9:30 PM
Mac and PC available for student use
!! WE'RE NETWORKED !!
Drop in or call 297-2468
for an appointment
LATE NIGHT HOURS - Marriott
Sunday, Monday, & Thursday
10 'til Midnight
is donated. Until now, you really didn't
address your fears.
While awaitingyourbloodyfateat
the last waystation, you see the woman
who swooned earlier. The volunteers
are reluctant to let her leave, and they
(for the past forty minutes) have been
walking her around the room like a horse
in the pasture, as well as administering a
hell of a lot of liquids. Their concern for
her only spooks you and intensifies your
concern for yourself. Cookies, you tell
yourself. All the cookies you can
(needles!) eat.
Eight cots are reserved for the pur-
pose of donation. Adhesive strips of tape
stripe the edges of each cot (where the
baggies are attached). An ugly green
cushion does little to comfort you as you
lay down. The Red, Cross volunteer sees
your "First Time" sticker, and accord-
ingly, is supportive as she explains the
process. Which arm to use-do you have
a preference? I'm not taking your blood
pressure, this acts as a tourniquet. Are
you ticklish?, she asks as she swabs over
the bend in your arm furiously with io-
dine. (You are, and for 30 seconds it is
quite tortuous). Then, she opens a new
needle. You look away as she hands you
a rubber ball with a ring attached.
Squeeze this every 20 seconds, she says.
You try not to think of (blood) or (needles
and veins), taking one last glance at your
arm, jaundiced with iodine. "Okay,
you're going to feel a little sting right
about -
Now. An imploded prick, and
then you feel your arm warm consider-
ably. It stings, like an itch in the small of
your back. The tube taped to your wrist
quickly fills with blood (yours!), tracing
a warm finger down the length of your
vulnerable inner arm as it gurgles into
the baggie. For what seems like quite
some time, you are giddy, squeezing oc-
casionally, trying not to actually think
about the pro-
cess, for fear
that you may
dwell too
much on the
s e n s a t i o n s
present at this
m orri e n t .
Then, the vol-
unteer re-
moves the
jneedle (which
she does so effortlessly that you do not
feel it), and asks you to apply pressure to
the entry point with the gauze she pro-
vides. In a few minutes, you are escorted
(linked arm in arm with a Psi-U brother)
to the snack table.
In baskets are packets of Hydrox
cookies and other sundries, while an-
other volunteer supplies you with all the
chocolate milk you can drink. You just
gave blood! And you didn't faint or
swoon or require restraint of any kind.
Thinking back, you cannot believe how
easy it was. You came, you saw, you
gave. Now that wasn't so bad, was it?
(JScorlione? Could It Be True?
Say It Ain't So, Vinnie!
Vinnie Scorlione, Italy's favorite
son, has been accused of having Irish
blood mixed in with his Italian heritage.
Reports confirm that Scorlione was seen
at a reputed "Irish Pub" named O'Hara's,
drinking beer and watching Rugby on
T.V. It has also been said that Scorlione
was clad in a green suit with a shamrock
tie tack,
Scorlione adamantly denies the
claims. "I am a full-blooded Italian. I
grew up in Italy, my father was a fish-
monger. The Irish, they're good people
but they're not me. I don't even like
%&*$# corn beef and cabbage. You call
me Irish one more time and I'll kill you."
Shockwaves have rocked the Ital-
ian community. Frankie
Deliacorpraluogobibro, construction
company rivalofScorlione,says,"Iknew
it. That S.O.B. always looked a little &*%$
funny to me, like he never fully appreci-
ated eating the nice Italian sausage with
the spicy sauce. In fact, one time I seen
him eat a freakin' potato with the anti-
pasto."
The controversial genealogy of the
Scorlione family is due to Scorlione's
great-great grandfather, Vinnie. Appar-
ently, Vinnie visited Ireland on ah ex-
tended fishing trip and met one Patricia
Katherine O'Shaughnessey. He fell in
love but his village would never allow
the marriage.
Although details are sketchy, there
is a chance that Patricia emigrated to
Italy and married Scorlione after dying
her red hair dark brown and reading
Dante's Inferno twenty-seven times. If
these rumors are true, Scorlione is one-
sixteenth Irish.
The controversy has not slowed
down Scorlione's campaigning for the
presidency, though. On 20/20 last week,
Scorlione lampooned Bush's recent State
of the Union address, saying his speech
lacks substance. "Hedidn'tmentionnoth-
ing about fishing rights in Canada." He
also challenged Bush to a winner-take-
all fistfight to decide the presidency. "If
he is so.healthy, prove it to me. I'll even
let him punch me first!"
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Long Car Rides, Hard Sabres And
Why I Probably Canft Have Children Anymore
BY CHRISTOPHER GENE MOREA
Features Editor
Hove fencing. Itisinmyblood,like
cholesterol. The only difference is that
fencing won't give me a massive coro-
nary, or at least I thought so until a few
months ago. That was when I discovered
a new definition of anguish on a fencing
road-trip to New Hampshire. I saw God
that week-end. Even though I love God,
I wish I had seen Him under better cir-
cumstances. Meeting God in a pain-in-
duced coma wasn't cool.
The first tournament of the year is
called "the Renegades." It is an apt name
because the majority of people who fence
are crazy and probably are renegades in
trouble with the law. Me thinks the sport
attracts people who enjoy dispensing
pain. Really, if you spend twelve hours a
week practicing to whack someone with
a long, metal blade, who are you kid-
ding. The Marquis de Sade is probably
your role model.
Our team drove up the night be-
fore, in our late-model American cars,
because the tournament began at 8:00
AM. Keep in mind the people in the car.
We have two guys that have hair similar
to Axl Rose (Crystal Gale is more like it
but I don't want to tell you my friends
look like female country and western
singers). Our coach also was in the car.
He is a former Russian and European
fencing champion. I'll bet you're won-
dering why he is working with us. Trin-
ity is not exactly known for perennially
producing fencing greats (although we
do produce a large number of people
that know all the words to Louie,Louie).
Most likely, the reason is that we, as a
team, kiss his butt to the nth degree.
Believe me, if you have the opportunity
to actually learn how to beat schools that
a year ago would laugh at us during the
bout, a little groveling isn't out of the
question.
As we entered the boon-docks (for
a native New Yorker, the boon-docks
begin once you start seeing Dennys on
the side of the highway), I started to get
nervous. We didn't have a clue as to
where we were. Our coach tried to gauge
Hole. That scared me because any bar
with an apostrophe filling in for the cor-
rect spelling of the name meant that ei-
ther we were down south or this was a
honkey-tonk. Since we had been travel-
ing north all night, I opted for the latter
conclusion. Let me make it clear that this
place was not The View. This place be-
longed on The Dukes of Hazard. Here, if
you wanted a Bloody Mary, they handed
you an ax and a phone book. Folks, this is
not the place to bring the kids after see-
ing a Disney movie.
Never-the-less, we were still lost
ALONG THE LONG WALK
our location by using the North Star but
that darn acid rain made it hard to look
up for any extended period of time. Like
any lost traveler in the middle of the
wilderness at 1:00AM, we stopped at the
only open place in New Hampshire at
the time. The place was called The Waterin'
so we aU walked into the place. Remem-
ber the skit on Sesame Street, the one in
which Kermit and the other Animal Farm
wannabees sang the lines "One of these
things is different from the others/ one
of these things is different from the rest."
Well, we were the different ones here.
Then, a couple of guys straight out of the
movie Deliverance approached me. I
would be lying if I told you I didn't
expect to hear one of them say, "I'm
gonna make you squeal like a pig." The
guy asked me, "How can I be so kind as
to help y'all?"
Basically, all I really wanted now
was not to be deflowered by Mr. Cow-
boy. Since I couldn't find the correct way
to phrase this desire, I asked him where
the University of New Hampshire was,
in location to the hell we were presently
in.
"Well gosh-dang, you sure as hell
is lost reeeel good, ain't you?"
I congratulated him on his aptness
and reiterated my desire to find UNH.
"Well boy, you gotta take...," He
stopped and I did not know why until I
followed his line of sight. Einstein just
caught sight of my two friends and our
coach. "Welllooky here. Wegorta couple
long hairs and a Ruskie, now don't we."
I could see the headline: College
fencing team massacred by a Hee-Haw
reject. In order to get out of this, I would
have to employ all my wits. So, thinking
quickly, I said, "Hey, isn't that Charlie
Daniels?" Sure enough, those hillbillies
all turned in order to see their hero. Us-
ing our newfound time wisely, we were
out of there like Vladimir.
After a few more hours of wander-
ing, we finally reached the town in which
UNH is located. Sinceour team has about
asmuchmoneyasMter grossed, we had
to stay at the beautiful Econo-Lounge.
The Econo-Lounge is an interesting as-
please turn to page 18
Because it was cold outside (Bmr) Chris and Pete decided to bring ALONG T H E LONG
W A L K On Location in Mather (Yay). So this week's question is:
What is the most exciting thing that could happen to you today?
Matthew Pietrafelta: I could
shave Pat Gingras's back.
Rachel Schneider I could
get notification from Ameri-
canFam i I) Publisher's Sweep-
stakes thai I am the S10 mil-
lion winner and meet Ed.
Jonathan Edwards:
find some Advil.
I could KelliHarrington:
about that,
THIS ONE TAKES THE CAKE.
Molly Mugglebee: One of
the "international Studs" on
the Oprah Winfrey Show could
call me up and ask to be my
boyfriend.
Dane Aiken: I'll dunk on
somebody today.
Gabe Handel: Those media
bastords could stop hounding
me.
Delia DeCourcy: ' Two (Idiot
 f .,\
reporters, like "you, will stop'
ciskirtgmestupid, ' " ""'" '"'*
question^.;
PHOTOS BY PKIjBfe
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Dispelling Musical
Myths: Led Zeppelin Will
Not Hay Spring Weekend
JOSEPH W. LaPLUME
Features Writer
Spring Weekend. Is it me, or have
you also heard various underground
rumors spreading about this infamous
weekend in April? In the past two weeks
I have heard that R.E.M., Red Hot Chili
Peppers, Nirvana, or Blues Traveler will
make an appearance at "Camp Trin Trin"
in April. When I heard about R.E.M. I
immediately found my class president
and threatened him with violence if he
was not able to get them here. He as-
sured me that they probably would not
be the band the school gets. Apparently,
such gossip was spreading through the
campus.
I then took it upon myself to use
my extensive connec tions to find out who
was going to play here, before these ru-
mors got out of '""*"-' * """ —•—"—'
control. My
don't have crap." I thanked Pat for his
input and disgustedly asked someone
else in the room if they had possibly
heard of anything while strolling down
the Long Walk (see Tripod, Vol. XC, No.
13). This response was even better. One
of my other friends told me that Profes-
sor Helen Myers was going to play the
tapes from Listening to Music. It became
obvious that my friends' knowledge of
the situation was less helpful then my
connections with the school administra-
tors. To top it off Tad Walker came
stumbling into my room, after returning
from The View, prophesizing who would
appear in April.
"Shh...I know who'll be here in
April. It'll be amazing. Led Zeppelin
and Jimi Hendrix together at Trinity!"
"That's i t , forget it, I'll find out
somewhere else!" I yelled, pissed off
^
they were
, "Shh...I know who'll be here in m a k i n s
leave a mes- such a
sage for Dean April It'll be amazing. Led Zeppelin mockery
p ^ " d eandt and Jimi Hendrix together at Trinity!" ° u t s f r j^
Geretytocome situation, I
to North Cam- could hearpus, room 108 (last Saturday at 10:00
A.M.) to discuss the dilemma. When
they both failed to meet with me I for-
gave them because I know how those
Saturday mornings can be after a rough
Friday night. Realizing that my connec-
tions with the administration were get-
ting me nowhere, I turned elsewhere.
Needing an answer desperately, I
asked some of my friends if they knew
who was going to be here (not one of my
better ideas). I figured someone must
know the events of this enigmatic week-
end. I brought up the topic one night
with a couple of guys in my hallway.
"So...did any of you hear who is
coming for Spring Weekend?," I casually
asked my friends. Using his thorough
command of the English language, the
always eloquent Pat Kinzelar '95 blurted,
y
'I didn't hear jacks—. I bet we
them laughing hysterically as I stomped
out of the room. Confused and distraught,
I sat in the lounge trying to think of one
last person I could take my problem to. I
repeatedly asked myself/'Who is the eyes
and ears of this campus?" When Marty of
The View came to mind, I came to the
conclusion that I was not going to solve
this problem by myself.
Having nowhere else to turn, and
no one else to annoy, I brought my plight
to the pages of the "Tripod" to hopefully
get some answers. TCAC, SGA, Josh
Leahy, or someone must know who Trin-
ity is trying to get to come here for Spring
Weekend. So, keep a watchful eye out for
any school administrators or student offi-
cials who might know something. When
you see one, grab him/her, shake him/
her, and say,"Hey, are the Beatles coming
here in April or what!"
Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
671/2 Madison St
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
Hie Haiku Comer:
Itoetiy Is Bliss
BY LUCAS TERRANOVA, SUNJAY PAUL,
PAUL SCZUREK, & BRET L1NDEMUTH
Haiku is a revered form of Japanese poetry, but this is nothing like that. We
just borrowed its name because we liked the way it sounds. The way we write
these haiki (the plural of haiku), is as follows: one of us will write one line and then
pass the pen and "haiku" to the next person. We have few rules except this one:
we may not discuss or influence in any other way each other to direct the haiku.
It evolves on its own, so to speak. Please enjoy reading it as much as we have
enjoyed writing it, because for all you do, this Haiku is for you. Questions,
comments, criticisms and suggestions for opening lines or topics are welcome;
send them to Box 1441, or call ext. 2851.
As I sit in the 747,1 grow reckless, break a window, and contort my body.
I've always wanted to experience Bernoulli's principle * first hand.
And the protagonist of this epic called life? It's me I surmise.
I lie face down in a manure field, contemplating my unsubstantiated flee
from the mundane.
The smells fill me, not my nose, but me, all of me as I start to come undone.
Gee, I guess Juan was right when he said I was full of s t,
* If you didn't get this part, contact the Physics Department.
My Jell-O® stuffed teddy bear sits alone in the dark.
I can hardly recognize him wearing Levis® and a suede vest,
Uh, excuse me, are those Levis jeans your wearing, or are you just happy to
see me?
He doesn't answer but just sits their smiling like he has this private, joke
and...
feels his innards start to vibrate as he has just cut the air.
Is it any wonder why teddy sits alone in the dark?
"That's the last straw, you bastard/ you Grizzly Adams reject" cries Barbie
, and Ken.
"You let another one loose, and Safari Barbie is gonna have a new grizzly
. '. skincoat" ' '
Ant then there they were, so fresh, so new; Ah, the smell of them.
Hand-me-downs; used by grandpa, dad, my two older brothers, and Chip,
... our uncle. But new to me.
- It was iriy;turn to explore and expand my horizons; I hope they still have -
;• „ ,' ' soixie chutzpah left. ' •
Musty, soiled, holy, and waistband shot - but Oh the magic!
., I slipped into them, Oh the feel of them, ecstasy. Finally I had become a
; • . • • • - • - • ; • • ' ' m a n . • • • • • '
• A man utunhiblted. A man unrestrained. A man free to. express his love for
• that one thing we all long to have.
My first boxers, tighry-whities burn in Hell. I am Man, I am Mecca. Women,
pay your faithful homage.'.
Pay they did. I now sit in bed, a cup of jock in hand. Woman beside me, you
are but a tamed aniinal. My boxers, the whip,
' '['• • *E«L Note- Would the bards of this column kindly remove their towel
•. ' whkhhangsovertheTripod'spicturewindow? Asthisistyped,anecanseethe
• terrycloth sheet staining the glass. .
Castration Isn't All
It's Chalked Up To Be
continued froml page 17
pect of American culture. Where else can
you watch a blue movie and enjoy "magic
fingers" at the same time? Okay, you can
go to Times Square but it will cost you a
heck of a lot more than $30 a night.
Apprehensive, and a little tuck-
ered out from the night before, we set out
to fence. My early matches went well, I
won four and lost four. So basically, I
accomplished nothing. In hindsight,
judging from my next match, I should
have been content with this. My next
opponent made the hillbilly look like a
wimp. This guy had a skull-and-
crossbones on his fencing jacket. He kept
his blade in a blood-stained scabbard. If
that is not enough to convince you that
he was a maniac, he sacrificed a sheep to
the sun-god Amon-Re before our bout. I
did not get good karma from this dude.
Finally, the bout began. His first
move was a full swing at my head. I did
not appreciate the gesture. His second
move was a cut at my chest. Again, I
cannot say I enjoyed the move. As you
may have noticed, there is a downward
trend in the psycho's attacks. Now, I see
it. Then, I didn't. His next attack caught
me south of the border. I knew no de-
fense for this attack, other than to scream
and cry. Webster's describes castration as
"to deprive of the testes." Well, I felt
pretty gosh-darn deprived after his at-
tack.
Fencing is still in my blood, even
after that fateful weekends' occurrences.
It is competitive, thrilling and neato to
play with swords. Sometimes I pretend I
am Peter Pan when I fence but that is
another story. Anyway, the weekend
wasn't a total waste. I can really hit those
high notes now.
A Brief Look At Some Of The People
Who Bring You The Trinity Tripod,
Seated from left to right: Jane Reynolds, Senior Editor; Sunny Asghar, Metro-Hartford Editor; Cynthia Kron, Photo
Editor; Jay Akasie, Editor-in-Chief; Dan Scanlan, Managing Editor; Sara Wedlock, Laurel Portnoy, Arts Editors.
• Back Row: Christopher Gene Morea, Features Editor; Rick Zednik, Business Manager; Suzanne Fallender, Photo
Editor; Jonathan Hetaser, News Editor; Cliff Fuller IV, Features Editor; Ella May Seth, Opinion Editor.
Whereabouts Unknown: Pat Keane, Senior Editor; Jim Barr, Opinion Editor; Samreen Malik, Contributing Editor;
Eli Lake, Jay Wise, World Outlook Editors; John Kehoe, David Gerber, Nicole Moretti, Senior Editors.
PETER ADAMS
) established in 1904, is entirely student run.
And its writers go on to win Pulitzer Prizes.
This publication relies on support from readers like you. If you
would like to become a member of this venerable campus
organization, join us February 25 for a general meeting of interested
writers, photographers, and cartoonists. •
PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY THE STUDENTS OF
TRINITY COLLEGE
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Anything But Tone Deaf
BY LAUREL PORTNOY
Arts Editor
They don't have a theme song.
They hate the word image. And they
have a sound to be reckoned with across
the east coast. Who on earth are these
people? Why they're the Trinitones, of
course.
The Trinitones are the newest edi-
tion to Trinity's collection of a cappella
groups. 1992 marks the 4th anniversary
of the arrival of the 'Tones, the only all
female singing group on campus.
Throughout these years, they have grown
and diversified not only in size and sound,
but also in their following at Trinity.
Gathered around the piano on the
stage of the Washington Room, the
Trinitones rehearse with sincere concen-
tration and cooperation. "We're so col-
laborative/' says Sara Polsonetti '94 a
second year Trinitone./ "The same per-
son doesn't arrange and teach every
song." It is this commitment to collabo-
ration that helps the group constantly
strive for excellence.
Many members of the group,
though, admit to the downside of col-
laboration. "We learn a lot of songs that
we don't ever perform," notes senior
Chrissie Klotz. "We like to emphasize
process instead of product sometimes,"
adds Jennifer Saunders '93. The final
result of this intense collaboration is a
repertoire of intricate harmonies from
the works of such artists as Queen and
The Eurythmics.
One of the running jokes in the
Trinitones has to do with hair color. "At
one point, I was the only brunette in the
group!" notes Anna Menendez, a 4 year
veteran and the current musical director.
Now, not only do the the 'Tones boast of
diversity in hair color, (5 brunettes, 5
blondes, and 1 red head) but they are
most proud of the variety of women that
come together to sing under their name.
"We all do so many different
things," notes Klotz, "We're athletes,
RA's, actresses, in Greek organizations
The Trinitones sitting from left to right are Jen Siglag '93, Dyllan McGee '93, Chrissie Klotz '92, Jennifer
Saunders, Standing*. Duffy Wilson '94, Betsy Burt '92, Sybil Price '92, Anna Menendez '92, Sara
Polsonetti '94, Kelly Crawford '95, and Lucy Smith '94.
SUZANNE FALLENDEK
...we all come together to sing." Jen
Siglag '93 notes how, "It's creativity all
toward one goal."
One might think that with all these
different interests coining together, it
would be impossible to accomplish any-
thing. "I'd rather miss class than re-
hearsal," says Siglag, "We just always
count on everyone for the collaboration."
"It's amazing . . .the commitment and
respect that we all have for each other."
This respect and commitment are
the essential ingredients that mix to form
what has essentially become an artistic
community. "Everybody has a place,"
says sophomore Lucy Smith /'that's what
makes it my favorite hour of the day."
As with many other female orga-
nizations, the Trinitones have struggled
with the "girly" image that so often
plagues this typeof group. They attempt
to refute this by constantly changing their
image. Whether they wear black dresses
or blazers and ties is completely depen-
dent on the nature of the performance
and the mood of the group. "We're not
a conspiracy of girls, either," notes
Polsonetti.
Skits are an essential part of any a
capella group's performance and the
Trinitones have never taken this for
granted. Many a Trinity student will
remember the 'Tones not only by their
rendition of "Dependin' on You" but
also as "the women who dare to drink
each other's toothpaste/' This combina-
tion of shock value,entertainment, and
great sounding music is what keeps the
audience coming back time and time
again.
The time and energy it takes to
arrange and teach music, as well as orga-
nize concerts and tours, is shared by all
members of the group. But musical di-
rector Anna Menendez constantly faces
many of the challenges of being the leader
of a student run organization, "Some-
times I feel like a policeman," she says.
"It's scary to think that I am the one who
has to make sure it all gets done."
Menendez also comments upon the dif-
ficulties that the group faces in the Trin-
ity community, being entirely student
run, "It's really hard to get respect from
the adirunistrau'ori and faculty, especially
being all female."
Whatlies ahead for the Trinitones?
Besides a concert in Trinity's Under-
ground onFebruary 25th with AfterDark,
(to be broadcast live on WRTC) the an-
nual Trinitones jamboree is planned for
April 11th when they will be joined with
other a capella groups from the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire, Georgetown,
and Bowdoin. The group is also plan-
ning a Boston tour in the Spring.
But you don't have to wait until
the 25th or travel to Boston to hear the
'Tones. Thegroupproducedanalbumin
New York City just last year entitled
Tonedeaf and it is available for just $5.
(Contact Box 1284)
So keep your eyes and ears open
for these women... their talent and spirit
is definitely unmatched.
Todtale Podtale is meant to be a continuing story in which Trinity students contribute approximatelyfour-hundred word episodes each weeJc. Contributionsshould be submitted to Box 1469. We willpublish entries anonymously, although we would encourage you to include your name and boxnumber. By including this series, the Arts section hopes to encourage students to participate inthe art of creative writing. Go crazy! Have fun!
Todd found Rebecca outby the car which had rolled to the bottom of the hill.
She had forgotten to pull up the emergency brake, and was now using the lighter
to do some last minute-spot-welding. The two walked into the drafty old house.
Rebecca laid down on the red velour couch in the living room. Todd sat on a
eighteenth century pipe rack.
"Remember?" asked Rebecca, "Remember when we first met?"
"I do," replied Todd, "At least I think it was you. Maybe that was Maria.
Lovely girl. Beautiful eyes, huge—" .
"That night in Rhode Island. The stars, the moon. I thought love would never
end. Ah, that's when time stood still." Rebecca rubbed her legs with Pennzoil.
"No, it was Lisa. Definitely." decided Todd.
The two got up from their resting spots. Rebecca put a flannel sheet and an old
woolen blanket over the couch. Todd beat himself with an andiron.
Rebecca looked at Todd. "Did you bring the Doritos?" she asked.
"No," said Todd "Hove Maggie."
"The chips Todd. Did you bring the chips?" Rebecca queried querulously.
"Wait,Itakethatback. It'sAnna. IloveAnna. Anna or possibly Jenny, I forget.
I love one of them. For sure," Todd insisted as he got up to put another cat on the
fire.
"My mother used to tell me of her first boyfriend, Andy. He was a good man,
she told me, a good, kind man. Andy would meet Mother by the sea and they would
sip scotch and listen to The Nat "Big Daddy" Dean orchestra.
"Christ, it's chilly in here," said Todd. "Got any thermal underwear?"
"No/' moaned Rebecca. "I have none. Did you remember the cheese
popcorn?"
"Damn. My goolies are as cold as ice," sighed Todd as he scratched himself.
"You haven't been listening to a word I've said, have you?" asked Rebecca.
"Sure wish I could get something electric down there," Todd pondered as he
looked down into his shorts.
"All my life nobody will listen to me! My name's not even Rebecca! It's
Marie!" screamed Rebecca. I mean Marie.
"Anything warm would do it," Todd continued.
"I am Marie, Todd. I am your sister. You are the hitherto unspoken child of
Mother and Andy. I can hide it no longer. Lo, these past twelve months we have
made incestuous our love!" Marie inexplicably broke into Shakespearian English.
"Maybe a toaster—"
"Anon, if S time to make gone the demons of the past!" Marie interrupted.
"—or even a cattle prod or something—"
Marie pulled out a heat seeking missile she had in her makeup case. She
leveled it at Todd. "Fare-thee-well, sweet brother" she whispered.
"even something with feathers, like a duck, Oh, here are the pretzels—"
The shot rang out. A clock struck midnight. Somewhere in the land a baby
cried. Somewhere, mothers kissed their children, people danced and lovers em-
braced. But not here. Here, there was only silence. And snacks.
—Stephen J. Benjamin
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Trinity's 1992 Poet-In-Residence: Marge Piercy
BY SARA WEDLOCK
Arts Editor
We sat across the table,
he said, cut off your hands,
they are always poking at things,
they might touch me.
I said yes.
Food grew cold on the table.
he said, burn your body.
it is not clean and smells like sex.
it rubs my mind sore.
I said yes.
I love you, I said,
that's very nice, he said.
I like to be loved,
that makes me happy.
Have you cut off your hands yet?
"The Friend" by Marge Piercy
Can you imagine what it would be
like to have someone like Oliver Stone or
James Galway to come stay with you for,
say, ten days? Imagine that they would
be there for you, to teach you a little of
what they know, answer your questions,
give you a few pointers, offer you the
benefit of their unique experience.
Wouldn't that be rewarding? Trinity
will be experiencing what has just been
described. Between March 4th and 13th,
poet, novelist, andpolitical activist Marge
Piercy will be Trinity College's Poet-in-
Residence for 1992. The English Depart-
ment is hosting a reception in Ms. Piercy's
honor on March 5th at 4 pm in its lounge.
TheannualPoet-in-Residencepro-
gram at Trinity is arranged by Milli
Silvestri, director of Trinity's Poetry Cen-
ter. Byparticipatinginthisprogram,Ms.
Piercy will be conducting four two-hour
workshops for a select group of students
from Hartford, Bulkeley, South Catholic
and Weaver High Schools. The students
Trinity College's Poet-in-Residence for
are chosen as a result of their interest in
writing poetry. In addition to working
with these students, Piercy will also con-
duct a two-hour session with their teach-
ers. This particular workshop is geared
towards helping teachers find ways to
encourage students in both the reading
and writing of poetry.
Ms. Piercy will also be participat-
ing in two of Hugh Ogden's poetry writ-
ing classes and may also conduct a fic-
tion workshop for the students of cre-
ative writing professors Thalia Selz and
Bob Abel. But thafs not nearly all! On
Thursday, March 5th and Thursday,
March 12th, Marge Piercy will read from
her work in the Boyer Auditorium of the
Life Sciences Center. Both readings are
scheduled for 8:15 pm and are free and
open to the public.
1992, Marge Piercy.
Ms. Piercy is one of the few writers
of her generation who has chosen not to
be a full-time, professional university
teacher. According to Piercy, "I live by
my writing and by giving poetry read-
ings and workshops." Piercy has sup-
portedherselfasanov.elist,poet,essayist
and reviewer since 1963. Indudedamong
Piercy's many honors and awards are
the National Endowment for the Arts,
the Sheaffer-PEN/New England Award
for Literary Excellence and The Golden
Rose Poetry Prize (1990) from the New
England Poetry Club. She has given
readings, conducted workshops or lee*
hired at more than 250 institutions in-
cluding the Library of Congress and the
Folger-Shakespeare Library, as well as
institutions in England, Norway and
Canada.
THOMAS VICTOR
Piercy is a member of the Authors
Guild, Authors League, PEN, Poetry So-
ciety of America and the National Writ-
ers Union. Her work has appeared in
well over 200 periodicals—such as So-
journer, TransatlanticReview. MS Maga-
zine. Mother Tones, New York Times,
Leviathon and Anon— and over one
hundred anthologies. Eight of Piercy's
novels and her three most recent books
of poetry have been published in En-
gland, as well as translated into Italian,
Norwegian, Dutch, Swedish, Japanese,
French, Hebrew, Danish, Finnish and
German.
Richard Meisler, of the DejroitEreg
Press, sums it up simply—but best—
when he says, "Marge Piercy is a won-
derful poet. Her poems ask to be spoken
aloud and shared with other people."
Sleven AM, Smackhead, And Miracle Babies Featured
Koeppel Center Smacks of Student Bands Friday Night
BYTOHNBRATKOVIC shoulder. No, he did NOT sing.
After Sleven AM left the stage,
SmackHeadcameon. Pat West sang and
played drums a little, Jason Pienkowski
played drums and also sang Gang
Green's Alcohol, Alfred Day played bass
and guitar, Pat Gingras played the trum-
pet, and Andy Wang played guitar and
Special to the Tripod
\ Going with some friends toward
Kdeppel: "Come on, guys, carry me
over. It'll be cool."
•' "Not."
"But you were just carrying me
back to my room!"
"Just keep walk-
ing."
A few campus
bands rocked the night
away inside the Koeppel
Student Center at 10:00
PM last Friday evening.
Sleven AM performed
(for the first time) en-
thusiastically with
Rhoades Alderson on
vocals, Aaron Grazado
and Steve Clark on gui-
tar, Walter Yang on bass,
and Hugh McKenzie on
drums. Theband played
their original song I Am
Perfect as well as a num-
ber of covers: Firehose's
Sometimes. Singer of
REM, Riddle of the'80s:
Dinosaur Tr.'s In A Tar:
the Velvet Underground
classic Rock and Roll:
Swimming Ground by
Ae Meat Puppets; Mud
 S m a c k h e a d a s t h e y a n d other student bands rocked the Koeppel Center
Honey'sThorn;UMASS , a s t F r i d j h t /
bythePrxies:andPissing
Good Love—Get F—edl Do I detect a
Nugent influence here?), Mucky Pup
(Hippies Hate Water), and Nirvana's
School (framBleach. If youhaven'theard
it, tough luck.).
The Miracle Babies finished the
eveningwiththeirthirdappearance. John
Zakarian handled keyboards and vocals,
from Nirvana's (you guessed it!)
Nevermind album. The Student Center
was packed by the end of their set, dur-
ing which President Tom Gerety put in a
surprise appearance, jacket over his
bass. Original songs comprised much of
their set: What It All Means, Gadget,
Racist-Racist, Reggae, New One, Indie,
and Get Some: they also performed cov-
ers of the Rascals (their own version of
Jim Clough and Roger Park played gui-
tar, and Andy Halpert covered drums.
The band jammed through Rhinoceros
and Bury Me by the Smashing Pump-
kins; GjuinklyjCjiSexyJWays, andTesus
Crust (as adapted by Roger Park) from
Funkadelic, as well as Disco Chicken by
"Kickback."
I'd like to explain a few tilings to a
certain member of the audience. People
who regularly slamdance have an eti-
quette. You do NOT grab people who
aren't dancing from the crowd behind
you and shove them into
the mosh—especially
when they're holding a
drink and talking to a
friend.
Nor do you go up
behind people who have
stepped out of the "pit" to
take a few deep breaths
and recover from oxygen
deprivation or to check for
clothing and/or physical
injuries and push them
back into the melee. It's
neither nicenorpolite, To
rephrase in words of one
syllable so that you'll un-
derstand me: Friday night
was not an Exodus con-
cert, nor did anyone play
the Toxic Waltz.
This concert was
very good. Let's put some
more pressure on the ad-
ministration to have more
events like it. I'd like to
thank Pat West for orga-
nizing the event, and ev-
eryone who came or played. Hey, even
my friends liked it! Friday night had a
very good turnout (and turned out re-
ally well) for an alternative to boozing.
Lef s have a few more of these in the
future—right, folks? Right!
SUUNNE FAUEMOEft
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Trinity Has Got The Blues.
BY JENNIFER L. SAUNPERS
Arts Writer
You don't need to leave campus to
experience the music of a blues night-
club. The Center Artist Series, in con-
junction with The World Music Institute
of New York City, is bringing a special
presentation to the Austin Arts Center.
On Thursday, February 13th, in honor of
Black History Month, Ray Allen, Direc-
tor of Special Projects at the World Music
Institute and Visiting Lecturer at Rutgers
University, will be presenting "From
CottonFields to Concert Stage: The Blues
andAmericanPopularCulture"at8p.m.
in the Goodwin Theatre. His talk will be
setting the stage for an Authentic Missis-
sippi Blues concert: "Roots of the Missis-
sippiBlues: The Jelly Roll Kings &Lonnie
Pitchford".
"The Jelly Roll Kings" is an "in-
credibly versatile and adept" three man
trio, described in Deep Blues by Robert
Palmer as "Guitarist Big Jack Johnson,
harp and piano-man, Frank Frost and
genius groove drummer Sam
Carr...diehards who stayed behind to
molder and mutate in the Delta's cypress
swamps...(where) they've nurtured their
individuality".
Solo artist Lonnie Pitchford comes
from Lexington, Mississippi, and uses
his one, six, and twelve string guitars to
recreate the music of Delta cotton farms
with a sound Philadelphia Blues Machine
Magazine describes as "hauntingly
simple, evoking the memory of work
gangs singing spirituals in the cotton
fields." For his part, Pitchford says, "The
blues is not gonna die, you know, I'm
here to see that. That it stays traditional
blues, keep the same quality that it had."
Ray Allen, in Blues From Missis-
sippi & Chicago states not only that "blues
music was influential in the evolution of
rock and roll", but also that "the lyrics of
early blues touched on numerous themes,
including conflicts in love relations, lone-
liness, travel and the hardships of pov-
erty, unemployment, sickness, and so-
cial disparity. As an expression of the
everyday life experience of a racially
oppressed minority, blues reflected the
individual and collective grief of a people
struggling for survival."
Allen suggests that "the public
dramatization and acknowledgement of
shared problems led to something of a
' communal catharsis." In the spirit of
sharing and community, a portion of the
proceeds will benefit AIDS Project Hart-
ford.
Admission is free with a Trinity
Performace Pass. General Admission is
$10.00; tickets for senior citizens and stu-
dents, $6.00. For tickets or further infor-
mation please call the Austin Arts Center
box office at 297-2199. We should all
remember to take advantage of the vari-
ety of productions that the Austin Arts
Center presents every semester.
Talk To Me Like The Rain. . . And Let Me Listen
Student Run Williams Hay To Debut In Underground
BY LAUREL PORTNOY
Arts Editor
What does it take to put on a play?
If you ask junior Jason Slavick, the an-
swer is a script, a space, some talented
actors, and a whole lot of initiative.
Under the auspices of the Jesters,
Trinity's student run drama organiza-
tion, Slavick will be be presenting his
solo directoral debut on Wednesday,
February 12that8:30intheUnderground.
Jennie Baker '93 and Alex Shapiro '93
will be starring in the Tennessee Wil-
liams play, "Talk To Me Like the Rain,..
and Let Me Listen."
Slavick describes how the piece
explores, "the effects of urban life on
Director, Jason Slavick '93 and Actress, Jennifer Baker '93.
Actor, Alex Shapiro '93 not pictured.
CYNTHIA KRON
Trinity Arts Scene
Exhibitions:
January 31-February 29—- "The Order of Things: Toward a Politic of Still
Life," paintings, photographs and sculptures juxtaposed with multi-media works
wich reflect the critical and socio-political issues of the day. Co-presented by the
Austin Arts Center and Real Art Ways. Free admission. On display at the Austin
Arts Center's Widener Gallery, lrS pm daily.
For more information, call 297-2199.
Film
February February 13th— Perspectives on Culture and History in French
and Italian Cinema Presents LifeandNothing More directed by Bertand Tavernier.
7:30 pm in Seabury 9-17.
For more information, call 297-2001.
Music
Sunday, February 23rd— Andrew Lumsden, Organist and Master of the
Choristers, Litchfield Cathedral, England. The Clarence Watters Memorial Recital,
3:00 pm, Trinity Chapel.
For more information, call 297-2001.
Public Talks
Thursday, February 13th—From Cotton Fields to Concert Stage: The Blues
and American Popular Culture, a talk by Ray Allen of the World Music Institute,
NewYorkCity. 2:40pm Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts Center in conjunction with
the Center Artist Series concert Rootsofthe Mississippi Blues: The Jelly Roll Kings and
Lonnie Pitchford.
For more information, call 297-2199
people today." Written in the 1950's, the
charactersin Rain represent two sides of
himself. "One is trying desperately to
float upward while the other is searching
for foundation. They show how people
cope with the horros of modern times,"
saysSlavick/'It'spainfullysweet." These
two characters are juxtaposed in
William's unique poetic style.
This is not the first time that Baker
and Slavick have collaborated in a the-
ater atmosphere. They both spent last
semester at the Eugene O'Neill National
Theatre Institute in Waterford where they
underwent intense training in all aspects
of theater, including directing, acting,
voice and dance. Baker, a native on the
Trinity stage, notes the benefits to work-
ing with a peer, "It's great to be able to
put in my input and make suggestions to
someone who is extremely receptive to
them. It's a definite learning process for
everyone involved."
Student initiated and directed
plays are rare oh this campus, but Slavick
was not discouraged. "The roadblocks
that I hit were incredible," he notes "but
I just kept moving. I came back this
semester and said I wanted to put on a
play in a month. It's been less than a
month, and I'm doing it."
The ongoing concern of student
space at Trinity played a large role in
this project. Flexibility in rehearsal and
performance space seemed to be the key
for Slavick and his cast. Says Slavick, "If
I could ask for anything, it would be for
more space... that's the final questiton.
Without that, there's nothing."
Trinity's Theatre/Dance Depart-
ment has recently begun to take a more
active role in encouraging students to
mount their own productions. The De-
partment offers a grant to a student in-
terested in directing/producing a show.
Also, the addition of a new technical
positon in the Austin Arts Center staff
has inherently created a venue by which
students can receive easier accessibility
to Austin's resources.
It may not have all the physical
lavishes of a main stage production, but
Talk to Me Like the Rain:. .and Let Me
Listen will certainly display some of
Trinity's finest talent. Come to the Un-
derground and witness classic theater
initiated entirely by those who make
Trinity what it is.. .it's students.
HARTFORD
TheBushnell
Monday, February 17th— The Royal Liverpool Philharmonic with Czech
conductor Libor Pesek and featuring one of the formost pianists of our time,
GarrickOhlsson. 8pm. Tickets$18.50-$33.50.
Monday, February 24th— Collective Expression, "The Next Generation of
Jazz Legends" at 6 and 8 pm. Tickets are $13.
For more information, call 346-6807.
Hartford Stage Company •
February 21- March 21— Hidden Laugher, the American premiere of a
comedy spanning the decade in the life of a British literary agent and his novelist
wife as they seekpeace andquiet at their country cottage, where they discover the
unexpected complications of infidelities and indifference. For showtimes and
ticket info, call 527-5151. Student rates available.
Jorgenson Auditorium at UCONN
Wednesday,February26th—The EmersonStringQuartet,at8pm. Grammy
award winning quartet will perform works including Haydn's D Major, Op. 33,
No. 6.
Monday, March 2nd— Bobby McFerrin together with Voicestra at 8pm.
An evening of scat singing, jazz choruses, stret-corner quintets, gospel choir, rap,
and healing music. "Don't Worry, Be Happy." Tickets $11- $15.
For more information, call 486-4226
Real Art Ways
Thursday February 20th— A sampling of the best in contemporary music,
featuring three bands on a national tour organized by The Knitting Factory, New
York City. To take place at The Municipal Cafe, 485 Main Street.
For more information, call 232-1006.
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Men's Squash Wms Fourth Hockey Still Struggling
Straight; Avenges Another Loss
BY PETER FRIEDMAN
Sports Writer
The men's squash team continued
its season of success this past week as
they defeated Wesleyan University on
Wednesday, and Williams College on
Saturday. The two wins extend the Ban-
tams winning streak to four in a row, and
seven out of their last eight matches since
four of their top players returned from
first semester's abroad. The Bants now
stand at 10-4 on the season, with two
matches coming up before the national
team championships.
The victory against
Wesleyan was a triumphant
return home for the Bants
who had been away for their
prior four matches. The
score was 8-1, but even that
score was not as lopsided
as the individual matches
were. Wesleyan's only win
came when #6 Christian
Bullitt '95 was forced to re-
tire in the fifth game against
a2-2match. Besides BuUitt's
forfeit, nearly all the play-
ers won in three straight.
Trinity avoided a letdown
after an emotional weekend
two weeks ago when they
beat rival Franklin and
Marshall. Any fears that
coach John Anz may have
had were allayed as all the
men came out strong and
finished off their inferior op-
ponents.
The Wesleyan match
was followed by a tough
came storming back to win the clinching
fifth match of the afternoon. Only num-
bers two and eight, Ryan O'Connell '95
and junior Blair Keller went down to
defeat.
The match was played on Trinity
home territory in front of a good crowd.
Team member Chris Hart noted that
crowd support has been especially good
this year. "The new courts have really
boosted attendance, although a match
against a team like Williams always
brings in a crowd." Hart said.
With only one more home match
game against highly ranked Williams,
but the Bants were equal to that chal-
lenge as well. As they have done all year
Trinity beat a team which had defeated
them last year. So far the Bantams have
gotten revenge on F & M and Dartmouth
and Williams. Trinity ripped the Ephs,
7-2. Winners were Chris Felley '94, who
has now won his last six matches,
Harrison Mullin '95 and Christian Bullitt
who haid recovered from his injury in the
Wesleyan match. Trinity's talented jun-
iors Chris Hart '93, Chris O' Brien and
team captain Cam Hopkins all won their
matches in three-nothing shutouts. The
crucial match was Justin McCarthy's '93
3-2 win. McCarthy was down 2-1 to
Williams number one player before he
The men's squash team has thrived recently, CYNTHIA
winning seven of its past eight matches. KMH
on the year the Bants are looking for a
good crowd to come out. The Brown
match, which will be on the 13th, should
be a tune-up for the season finale versus
Amherst. With two wins Trinity should
be in very good shape going into the
nationals. Behind the big three, Yale,
Harvard and Princeton, all of whom have
beaten Trinity this year, only Navy and
Western Ontario should be seeded ahead
of the Bantams. No doubt Trinity will be
looking for revenge if they get a second
chance to play against the Midshipmen.
The whole team is looking ahead
to the nationals, but not at the expense of
the last two matches. "We know we can't
afford a letdown at the end of the season,
so we are ready to go in there and do our
job." one player said.
Are you
thinking about a
career in law?
Think about attending
a FREE law seminar.
"Traditional and Non-Traditional
Career Paths in Law"
Monday, February 10
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
LONKIN Educational Group Center
2533 Albany Avenue
West Hartford
233-7788
Everyone Welcome!
Presented By:
Peter Booxman, ESQ.
Nassau, Borowy & Griffith
Attorneys at Law
Test
Preparation
Grad School
Counseling
BYJOHNTWICHELL
Sports Writer
The Trinity Ice Hockey team (8-6-
3) and the Connecticut College Camels
(5-8-1) fought to a 2-2 overtime tie Friday
night in New London. The contest, amid
a playoff-like atmosphere, featured rug-
ged play from each team. Both squads
have been rivals for years, first in the
ECAC South where they vied for cham-
pionships, and now in the ECAC East
where they fight for respect.
Despite missing their top player,
injured tri-captain Scott Leddy, the Ban-
tams opened the game by outplaying the
Camels in the first period. The Bants
cashed in on their hustle by taking a 1-0
lead midway through the period. Tri-
captain Tom Scull '92 pried the puck
from two Camel defensemen and spot-
ted an open John Snecinski '93 across the
slot. Scull slid the puck to Snecinski, who
released a quick shot into the open side
of the Conn goal, beatingnetminder Tom
DiNanno. Snecinski has been scoring
consistently of late, and leads the team
with eight goals. Trinity almostincreased
the lead to 2-0 later in the first. Todd
Carroll '95 took a pass from Marty
Mooney '9Zand moved in on DiNanno
from the right wing. Carroll snapped of f
a twenty foot shot which broke through
DiNanno's pads and trickled inches wide
of the net.
Conn College reversed the Ban-
tam momentum by playing a strong sec-
ond stanza, The Camels tallied two
goals in the period to take the leaid, and
turned the game into a chippy affair.
Scarcely four minutes into the second,
Conn's leading scorer Chris Hawk poked
a rebound past Trinity goaltender Jeff
Tuck '92 to even the score, 1-1. A minute
and a half later, John Clark scored to give
Conn a 2-1 advantage. Sharp Camel
passing on the powerplay set up Clark
for an open twenty foot shot which he
onetimed past Tuck. Later in the period,
the Bants killed off a 5 on 3 Conn
powerplay to keep from going down by
two goals.
The momentum again shifted for
the third period, as the Bantams domi-
nated territorially. 7:43 into the period
Trinity deadlocked the game at 2-2. The
goal was set up by the Bants' leading
point producer, forward Todd Mills'94.
Mills collected the puck against the
boards in the Conn end, and sent a pass
to Pat Bruno '95, who was open moving
in from the point. Bruno rifled a low shot
which was redirected by the skate of
Trinity's Chris Golini '94, and past
DiNanno. For the remainder of the third,
the Bantams continued to outperform
Conn College, but were unlucky not to
score. The Camels' best chance to score
came on a clean breakaway with nine
minutes left. Tuck, however, refused to
be faked out, He coolly waited for the
Conn forward to make his move, and
saved the backhander with his pad.
The 2-2 score stood up through
overtime and left the Bantams quizzical
at their inability to score goals. After the
game, Trinity Coach John Dunham com-
mented: "I'm frustrated that we're not
scoring more goals." He added that:
"Conn packed it in against us, and we
were missing Leddy, but we need to
score more than two goals a game." The
Bantams have been unable to register
more than two goals in a game since
January 15, against Skidmore. That is a
stretch of seven games, during which the
Bants have gone 1-3-3. Trinity is winless
in its last five, with two ties. Dunham is
looking for more scoring, and a victory in
the team's next game which is against
Wesleyan.
Tuesday at 7:30, the Bants take on
the Cardinals in Middletown. This week-
end, the Bantams will head north to face
two top notch ECAC East teams. Friday
at 7:00 Middlebury is the host. Saturday
at 3:00 Trinity plays at Norwich. Leddy
is expected tobehealthy for the weekend
roadtrip.
Women's Squash Winning
continued from page 28
Beating a big Ivy league school is always
a good win for Trinity.
Later, the women traveled to New
Haven in hopes of beating Yale, a big
rival. However, Trinity lost 8-1. This
score does hot express how close and
hard-fought many of the matches were,
and the high level of squash that was
seen thatdayinNew Haven. Jonesplayed
an incredible match against one of Yale's
best new recruits. She hustled her way to
an impressive 3-2 victory. The game
wrestling
continued from page 24
perience. Commenting on this. Coach
Amato says, "Tilings aren't going as
well as we planned but I still feel good
about our program. We have eight
freshmen who are still getting varsity
experience. Our future looks great but
you can't expect a young team to do
very well in this league without a
nucleus of upperclassmen. I'm proud
of these guys for their effort and con-
tinued determination. We'll be there
soon."
Looking to bounce back, Trinity
travels to Bridgewater State this week
to compete in an invitational with U-
Mass and Rhode Island College. Their
season finale is at Roger Williams to
compete in the New Ehglands. Instead
of team matches, the tournament is
more for individual achievement.
Coach Amato expects Trinity to fair
well and has especially high expecta-
tions for Roberts, MacLean and
Pedersen. Stay Tuned!
scores were 11-15,17-15,13-16,15-11,15-
12, which clearly show Jones determina-
tion and mental toughness. Amy Chick,
playing number six, also had an impres-
sive and very close match against the
Bull Dogs. Chick's rails and shots were
grooved, but in the fifth game it slipped
away. Susie Dyson played a very
competetive match against Yale's num-
ber four player, but was unable to top her
opponent in the fifth game. The match
ended with the game scores at 15-8,16-
14,13-15,14-16,16-17. The women will
have another chance against the Bull Dogs
at the Howe Cup.
The Trinity women's squash team
has faced their most difficult opponents
already, and are looking forward to im-
proving their record as they finish the
season with Williams, Brown, and other
less competitive teams. "Our record is 3-
3, which looks like the team is not having
an extremely successful season. Trinity
is the top small college in squash, but the
Ivy leagues are tough competition. Our
record does not speak for the close
matches that did not go our way, or all
the improvement the women have made.
I see our ultimate goal for the season as
the individual improvement during the
tough Ivy league matches, which will
lead to closer game and match scores.
Trinity is going to be very tough at the
Howe Cup, so stay tuned," says Coach
Bartlett.
Already the team has seen some
impressive victories, and have not suf-
fered any blowouts. The results of the
very important Howe Cup tournament,
which is held at Yale should be exciting
because the women will have another
chance against Yale, Harvard, and
Princetoo-
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Frustrating Season
Continues For Bants
1-2 Week Makes Playoffs A Struggle
BYMIKEGIARDI
Sorts Writer
In what was again a' very big week
for the Trinity Women's basketball team,
the squad struggled, losing two of three
contests. As was previously felt, these
defeats probably ended the Bantams
chances for any postseason play. With-
out that opportunity, Trinity must play
for pride and next year. Until then, we'll
have to relive this past series of games.
This Tuesday, the Bantams hosted
a very talented Clark University team.
Trinity quickly dug themselves a hole,
which has been a recurring theme as of
late, falling behind 9-0. But, as is typical
with the Bantams, they fought back, even-
tually taking an 18-17 lead on a basket by
Kate Armstrong '94. Freshman Barbara
Toolan followed with a big three point
sho t, and the momentum seemed to have
shifted greatly towards the Bantams side.
After a timeout, Clark rattled off 8 straight
points and from there the contest b ecame
a seesaw affair, Clark ended up on top at
half time, 37-35. Trinity was led by sopho-
more Jen Hadfield and junior Kathy
Moynagh's 6 points.
In the second half, Trinity fell
behind by as many as nine, 46-37, and
used all their collective energies in trying
to get even with Clark. They closed to
within four points twice, but could get
no closer. Claris pulled *way with some
fine free throw shooting to win 78-69.
Senior captain Amy Chiodo poured in 18
points, sixteen in the second half, to lead
the Bantams. Hadfield added 13 as did
Moynagh in the losing cause.
Looking to turn their recent bad
fortunes around, Trinity hosted a 5-9
Colby team. Despite their record, the
White Mules played inspired basketball,
led by guard Susan Roberts. Roberts
found the range early and often, and got
Colby going. Trinity struggled offen-
sively, and scored only 21 points in the
half, trailing by 8. Lisa O'Connell '93
scored 7 points, as the Bantams looked
desperately for someone to take charge.
The second half was much of
the same. Trinity hung around but was
never able to make a substantial run at
the visitors. The Bantams closed to within
3 points, 63-60, but Roberts stepped up
and hit a 16 footer, and Trinity could do
nothing but scramble in an effort to get
back the five points. Unfortunately,
Colby sank their foul shots and Trinity
found themselves on the downside of a
73-67 score. Guard O'Connell carried
the offense, scoring 19 points on an as-
sortment of creative one on one moves
and jumpers. Jodi Falcigno '93 added
her usual defensive spark and chipped
in with 11 points as well.
With a chance to fall to an even
8-8, Trinity came out storming against
the visiting Bowdoinsquad,jumpingout
to leads of 9-1 and 19-7. In what was a
very different result from the previous
two games, the Bantams controlled both
the offensive and defensive tempo, do-
ing whatever thej^wanted. against the
Bears. Coach Maureen Pine was able to
substitute freely, and Trinity held a 44-27
halftime lead. In what would be a very
balanced scoring attack, senior Amy
Chiodo, sophomores Kate ArmstrCing
Jen Hadfield has a tough time getting her shot past her Colby defender.
 gERARD|N0
The team also had a difficult time with the White Mules, falling 73-67.
and Jen Hadfield, and freshman threat
Patty Sarmukall chipped in with 6 points.
The visitors played hard in the
second half, but the trip to Maine was
destined to be an extra long one, as Trin-
ity continued to have great success on
the court. The lead was in double figures
ihroughout, and the, final score vVasart
81-61 Trinity victory. Toolan led all scor-
ers with 16 points (including two three
pointers) and Hadfield added 12. Guards
Kathy Mpynagh and Lisa O'Connell each
chipped in with 9 points to help aid the
Bantams cause.
Trinity, now 9-7, will continue
to be a threat from here on. Despite the
recent disappointments, the Bantams are
a very talented team who are hoping to
make their mark the remainder of this
season. By winning, Trinity can gain
some tnuelv needed confidence, and,
more importantly, some consistency to
their game. On Thursday, February 13th,
the team will do battle against
Manhattanvijle. Please show your sup-
port.
Wrestling Has Tough Stretch, Loses Four Straight
Record Now Stands at 4r8-l After Three Losses
BY TED O'CONNOR
Sprts Writer
The talented chemistry of the Trin-
ity Wrestling Program is still missing an
element, one that produces victories. In
the last ten days, the Bantams have lost
three team matches but faired quite well
in the Invitational at Plymouth State.
Though the number in their loss column
is increasing, partly due to the forfeits in
the 118 and heavyweight divisions, the
Bantams have made their opponents
sweat for their victories. Coach Sebby
Amato and the Bantams refuse to be
taken lightly.
At WesternNew England, Trinity's
118 pounder Brian Roberts got the Ban-
tams off to a quick start as he won by a
technical fall score oi 16-1. The only
other Bantams to earn additional points
were co-captain Jack Kirkpatrick in a 1-1
tie and junior MattPedersen who pinned
his 177 pound opponent at 1:37 into the
second period. Having to forfeit at heavy-
weight because of the absence of Adam
Dunn, Trinity was forced to surrender
six more points, making the final 33-13.
In the competitive Plymouth State
Invitational, the Bantams finished a re-
spectable eighth out of thirteen teams.
Standouts for Trinity were Tucker
MacLean '95 who earned a second place
finish and the steady Pedersen who took
fourthplace. On Thursday, Trinity hosted
the disciplined Cadets of Coast Guard.
Due to a nagging rib injury, Brian Rob-
erts was forced to forfeit the 118 pound
class giving the Cadets the immediate
ad van cage. At 126, John Falk '95 won his
third match of the season and tied the
score at six as he pinned his Cadet oppo-
nent at 1:51 into the second period. Un-
able to capitalize, the Bantams suffered
four consecutive defeats as senior co-
aptain Mike Taylor, Jacob Shaw '95 an
Bobby Bligh '95 all lost by points, while
Kirkpatrick got caught on his back and
was pinned at 1:21 into the second pe-
riod.
Trailing 27-6, the
duo of MacLean and
Pedersen had a lot of
ground to make up. At
177, MacLean earned a
win by forfeit as his Ca-
det opponent was forced
to surrender with a rib
injury. In an exciting
match, Pedersen came
from behind in the last
period with a clutch es-
cape to tie the match at
two. With another Trin-
ity heavyweight forfeit,
Coast Guard outdis-
tanced themselves from
the Bantams making the
final score 35-14.
On Saturday, the
Bantams hosted the Engi-
neers of MIT. Unable to
start any momentum, the
Bantams quickly found
themselves behind. With
Falk, Burden, Taylor, and
Shaw all losing by points,
MIT held a 22-0 advan-
tage. At 158, Bobby Bligh wrestled a
tough match but became victim to a nifty
defensive pin at 1:04 in the final period.
Shifting the momentum in Trinity's cor-
ner, Jack Kirkpatrick took a quick 7-1
lead and held on to defeat the 167 Engi-
neer 8-5. At 177, MacLean earned a vic-
tory through default as his opponent
continued to stall and illegally lock his
hands. Pedersen made the final score
more respectable as he earned his tenth
victory of the season with an 8-2 final.
Losing six more points to a heavyweight
forfeit, Trinity lost by a 34-12 final.
After a disappointing week, the
Bantam grapplers currently stand at 4-8-
1. It is getting frustrating for the Bantams
as their expectations are not being
reached. Theirrnissing element will come
as the underclassmen grow through ex-
ptaue (urn to page 23
The wrestling team has fallen on tough times recently. Trinity's Matt Pederseiv
Tucker MacLean and Brian Roberts have been three of the more sucessful wrestlers
for the Bantams this season, and will form the nucleus for next year's team.
CYNTHIA KRON
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Successful Basketball Homestand
Leaves Team Primed For the Playoffs
continued from page 28
in the air and his back turned
towards streaking teammate
David Jones, threw the ball be-
tween his legs to Jones, who took
the ball in full stride and rammed
home a two-handed dunk, send-
ing the Trinity gym into a frenzy.
Trinity ended up winning the
game 71-60, upping their record
to 10-3.
On Friday night, the Ban-
tams faced possibly the best
team they wilt face this year, the
Colby White Mules. Colby is
ranked #2 in New England and
#16 nationally in Division III
basketball.
Trinity played a tough
game and their effort would
have defeated almost anyone
else, but lost 70-62. Trinity
started the game like they usu-
ally do, going to the big man
David Jones. Jones started
quickly and again finished with
15 points to lead all Bantam scor-
ers. Unfortunately, the Bantams
had problems getting the ball to
him in the second half.
About halfway through
the first half, Colby took a lead
they would never relinquish.
Everything fell Colby's way in
the first half, as they shot 57%
from the field. One of Colby's
high scorers, John Rimas, took a
shot that rolled around the rim
at least five times before finally
dropping through. Trinity went
into the half down 35-29.
The Bantams started the
second half with the hot hand,
with Almeida burying a three-
pointer. After Mark O'Day '93
followed up a Bantam miss for
two points, Colby's lead was
only 41-39. The Trinity crowd
could feel an upset.
However, the White
Mules refused to let the lead slip
out of their hands, relying on
John Daileanes to bail them out.
He scored twenty points, ten
below his average, despite
Trinity's tight man to man de-
fense.
The Bantams made one
last surge with a little over a
minute left in the contest. Greg
Haffher '94 had cut the lead to
three points after grabbing an
offensive rebound and dump-
ing the ball back into the hoop.
Trinity then had a chance to get
even closer with co-captain Mike
Allen '92 stepping up to the foul
line for a one-and-one. Unfor-
tunately, he missed the front end
and Colby scored a lay-up at the
other end. The Mules ended up
Announcing
low-interest loans for
hi^performanoe
machines.
Here's how you can afford an Apple*
Macintosh9 computer; even if you can't afford
a Macintosh.
Qualifying students, parents borrowing
on behalf of students, and faculty and staff
members with an annual salary of at least
115,000, can purchase a Macintosh using
the Apple Computer Loan program.
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for the computer, other Apple products-
including the AppleCaw® extended service
plan, and up to three software packages.
If you're a student, you'll be able to defer
principal payments for up to 48 months while
in school, makinginterest-onlypayrnents until
30 days after you graduate or leave school.
Interest rates are surprisingly low, and you
can take up to eight yearsto repay*
So stop by and fill out an Apple Computer
Loan application today. You could be driving
a very powerful machine sooner than you think,
For farther information visit Nancy Sowa
in the Mathematics, Computing &
Engineering Center, Room 161
or call 297-2571
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with a 70-62 win and improved
their record to 15-2. Trinity did
not dwell on the loss for too long
as they took out their frustra-
tions against the Bowdoin Polar
Bears the next day.
Trinity finished their three
game homestand on a positive
note Saturday with a convinc-
ing 73-61 win versus Bowdoin.
The Bantams, in this game, were
led by a few unexpected heroes.
Jeff Almeida, whose main
concern is taking care of the ball
and playing suffo eating defense,
scored 21 points to lead all scor-
ers. Haffner and Dane "D-Nice"
Aiken '95 both came off the
bench to play important roles.
The play at the beginning
oi the game was very sloppy
with both teams committing a
bunch of turnovers. Midway
through the first half, the Ban-
tams lead 24-19, but Bowdoin
cut that lead to 33-30 with only
30 seconds remaining in the half.
Trinity had the ball, and with
only six seconds remaining in
the half, VanderHeide hit a
tough shot underneath the bas-
ket. He was fouled on the play,
but missed the free throw, but
Trinity was still up 35-30 at half.
Trinity opened up a big
lead on thePolar Bears as McCoy
scored the Bantams first six
points of the second half. The
Bantams also did a superb job of
keeping Bowdoiri's leading
scorer and assist man, Dennis
Jacpbi, a non-factor in the game.
Almeida and Tomlinson's tough
defense held the senior to only
ten points and three assists.
Bowdoin was able to
make one last run at the Ban-
tams with eleven minutes in the
game and Trinity leading only
48-47. Haffher stepped up to
the line, but missed his free
throw. This was Bowdoin's
chance to take the lead. But
O'Day came up with the re-
bound for Trinity and dished
the ball back to haffher, who
again got fouled but still man-
aged to make the shot. This
time, Haffner sunk the free
throw and giving the Bantams a
four point lead.
Aiken put the game away
at the 2:49 mark when he made
a steal and took the ball the
length of the court and hit the
shot while being fouled. That
would be all she wrote, as Trin-
ity triumphed 73-61.
Aiken did not play like a
freshman, as he finished with
ten pints and two steals. "D-
Nice" has really been playing
well lately, and Head Coach Stan
Ogrodnik has consistently
looked for Aiken to come off the
bench and contribute.
"I have a lot more confi-
dence and I'm not afraid of miss-
ing my shots," Aiken com-
mented after the Bowdoin game.
Aiken is one of many rea-
sons why the Bantams are 11-4
and are looking to qualify for
the EC AC tournament in March,
Trinity's next game is at Wil-
liams tomorrow night, and the
next home game is Friday night
against Manhattanville, Come
out and support the team.
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OUCH! Sports Editor
Takes It On The Chin
An open letter to the Trinity College Community:
Immediately to the right of this column there is a particularly scathing
response to my column of last week. In case you missed it, I wrote about what I
perceived to be a myth regarding the dominance of basketball on the east coast. I
am from the west coast and am rather biased to my homeland, so I thought it
would be enjoyable to poke fun at the east coast and take it down a notch or two.
Unfortunately, in my haste to write my column and finish laying out the
sports section, I neglected, as my esteemed colleagues have pointed out, to do
much research regarding the subject. And for that I apologize. I thought I knew
what I was talking about, but obviously I didn't. And now my credibility, or what
little of it I once had, is totally shot. I guess that worries me or I otherwise would
not be writing this.
I am very satisfied to know that people read my articles and take them
seriously. I am also pleased to know that what I say is important enough to get
somebody to finally write a letter responding to my thoughts. And, despite the
black marks Mr. Giardi and Mr. Cuomo attempted or succeeded to put on me, I
encourage more of these responses.
However, in the future, if you choose to agree or disagree, to whatever
degree you'd like, I would recommend that you not assassinate my character. You
still may, if you'd like; I just find that people are more intent on listening to what
you have to say, myself included, if you don't belittle them while you say it.
Insulting someone is usually not the best way to get one's point across. In fact,
were the authors of this letter not members of the Tripod sports staff, I would
probably not be devoting an entire column in response.
Remarks such as "A brief review for you Tim, seeing as I know you're just
a little slow," and "....and while you didn't have much [credibility] to begin with"
are probably unnecessary to include in your article. You may think that they make
your point stronger, but I believe they just make ypu look silly. Your article has
some very good points, [as I said, facts are facts and you present many extremely
powerful ones which make my arguments look senseless and unfounded] and in
the future, I will try and not write "lies" in my column. But I am very busy, what
with schoolwork and all, and I don't always have as much time or the energy to
devote to the Tripod as I wish I did. Again, I apologize. I'll try to do better in the
future.
As there is very little I can say to refute anything in your article, I am not even
going to waste anybody's time trying. In fact, I'm not even going to touch the line
about Syracuse 'always being a threat to go a long way in the tourney,' because
sometimes they are. Again, however, I'd like to apologize; not for insulting you
or stating something controversial, but rather for printing what have proven to be
falsehoods.
Sincerely,
Tim Richman,Sports Editor
An open letter to my not so es-
teemed colleague Timothy Richman:
We have always considered you
a respectable judge of basketball talent,
but your recent display of bias against
east coast basketball is outrageous. Ev-
ery year, we all hear how much better
basketball is here on the east coast, and
every year it is pro ven to be correct. With
the exception of UNLV winning the
NCAA title two years ago, we all would
be hard pressed to remember the last
true west coast team to win a title. As for
the midwest region, yes Tim, that is an
area of some of the more talented teams
in the country, what with Indiana, Kan-
sas, and Oklahoma State, but the east
coast still has the strongest of confer-
ences and thus it is BETTER!
The Atlantic Coast Conference
is, year in and year out, one of the top two
or three conferences in America (a list
that does not include anyone conference
from the west coast), and with my be-
loved Duke team reigning at the top of
the polls all year long (thank you Chris-
tian, Bobby and Coach K), this certainly
has not changed. While the Big East has
slipped a bit this year, five of the nine
teams have been ranked this season. As
for the New England area, no one, not
even myself, has claimed this part of the
country to be a hotbed for basketball
talent. SetonHallis better than they have
been in many years, and Syracuse is al-
ways a threat to go a long way in the
tourney. St. John's has begun to come on,
and in Malik Sealy, they have someone
who could take them a long way, as
evident by the recent thrashings of Ohio
State and Connecticut. Hell, even UMass
has been ranked after they thumped
Oklahoma, and Boston College is grow-
ing as its young players gain maturity.
They have been very competitive. As for
the other New England teams, I don't
recall anyone ever bragging about Rhode
Island or Maine.
This is the same for Pro Basket-
ball. The east coast is not dominating,
but there is great parity in the league.
After Chicago and maybe Portland, there
are 6 or 7 teams capable of making a run
at the NBA title. Amongst those teams
are the Boston Celtics and the New York
Knicks. Either one could do all, as a little
health and a streak at the right time, and
hello World Championship.
A brief review for you Tim, see-
ing as I know you're just a little slow.
College: Eastern teams in the Top
25 courtesy of USA Today.
Duke, North Carolina, Connecti-
cut, Syracuse, Tulane, Louisiana State,
Georgia Tech, NC Charlotte, Florida
State, St. John's, Kentucky, Seton Hall,
and Alabama. Thus, there are over 50%
of east coast teams in the poll
High School: Once again the pre-
season Top 25 courtesy of USA Today.
Rankings number 1,
3,7,8,9,10,ll,13,16,17,19,20,21and24.60%
for all you mathematicians out there.
Tim, as you said, facts are facts.
We hate to be the ones to rub it in (NOT)
but both myself and Pete feel that you
overlook the overall scope of things, and
thus you printed an article that was a lie.
It hurts your credibility Tim, and while
you didn't have much to begin with,
well, you now have even less. See you in
the Final Four and in the NBA Champi-
onship. Mike Giardi
Fete Cuomo
It All Came Down To The Final Relays
BY PETE CUOMO
Sports Writer
After more than a week off, the
men's and women's swim teams squared
off against Connecticut College last Sat-
urday. The men looked to rebound from
their loss to Brandeis while the women
tried to continue their winning ways. At
their second meet in the new pool, the
men earned a hard fought 109-96 win,
while the women were dropped in a
heartbreaking 104-101 loss.
For the women (5-2) this was tough
loss to swallow after coming back from
twenty points down to take a 95-93 lead,
only to be edged in a close final race.
After going down 13-4 the women struck
back in the 1000 freestyle as Stephanie
Cope '94 and Renee Mailoux '93 grabbed
1st and 3rd. Kim Aquilar '94 and Beth
Downer '95 did likewise in the 200
freestyle to give Trinity its firstlead at28-
27.
Connecticut moved ahead 40-34 in
the 50 freestyle grabbing 1st and 2nd
despite a great race by both Cheryl
Buchanan '95 and Natascha Kontny '94
who were only .08 and .22 seconds be-
hind the winner. Stephanie Cope and
Captain Ann Reurter '92 regained the
lead 47-46 with a 1st and 3rd place finish
in the 200IM. Connecticut began to run
away winning the next three races to
push the lead to 85-65.
Trinity then came up with a huge
run in the 500 freestyle as Aguilar,
Downer, Mailoux and Amanda Johnson
'94 finished 1-2-4-5 to pull within nine
89-80. The Bantams pulled ahead 95-93
after Sarah Stuckey'95,Reutter and Lynn
Wolff'93 finished 1-2-4
in the 100 breast. The
comeback came up just
shortasin the finalrace,
the 400 freestyle relay
of Kontny, Buchanan,
Kim Blondin '95 and
Barbara Osequera '92
were nipped by 2.5 sec-
onds as the Camels won
by 3 points.
In a meet that
went back and forth,
the men got some tre-
mendous swims to gut
out their 109-96 win
over Conn. After drop-
ping the opening relay,
Ben Carvalho '92
started the winning
ways for the Bantams
with an easy win in the
1000 freestyle Fresh-
men Jared Von Arx and
Wayne Ogorzalek fin-
ished 2nd and 3rd in
the 200freestyle to help
keep the score close at
30-25.
After a 1-2-3 finish by Conn, in the
50 freestyle the Bantams found them-
selves down 18, 46-28. Trinity came
right back with 1st and 3rd place fin-
ishes from Captain Dav^ Shapiro '92 and
Jon Donohue '94 in the 200 IM, and a 1-
2 finish from Jon Nusbaum '93 and Aaron
Abrams '95 in the 200 fly. The Camels
extended their lead to 13,72-59 with a 1-
2 finish in the 100 freestyle. Shapiro kept
the Bantams close with a win in the 200
back and after Von Arx and Abrams
finished 1st and 3rd in the 500 freestyle,
The men's relay team makes a splashy start in their victorious relay race against
Connecticut College. The first place finish gave the men a hard fought 109-96 victory.
SUZANNE
FAUENDER
Trinity was within 1 with two races left at
85-84.
Shapiro's third win of the day in
the 200 breast maintained the Trinity
lead 96-92 as Conn, held tough grabbing
second and third in the race. As it all
came down to the last race. Trinity came
up big as the 400 freestyle relay of Dave
Lynch '93, Nusbaum, Von Arx and
Donohue swam to an easy win with a
tremendous time of 3.25,41.
For the men this meet was inspir-
ing as they ended a two meet losing
streak to pull within one win of .500 at 3-
4. Great individual efforts paid off for
them as they won 7 of the 11 races to
overcome Connecticut's strong squad.
Although the women have now
lost two out of three and their second
straight at the new pool, they are still a
solid5-2withtwomeetsremaining. They
will try to rebound against Westfield
State on Wednesday and then will face a
tough Amherst team at home on Satur-
day. The men will also be squaring off
with Amherst before finishing with
Bridgewater State on Feb. 22. Good luck
to both teams.
i^ ^^^^S t^t^ ^^ l^
Radio Schedule
The following are the remaining games to be broadcast on
WRTC Radio, 89.3 on your FM dial.
Men's Basketball
Wednesday, February 19
Ice Hockey
Tuesday, February 11
Friday, February 21
Tuesday, February 25
at Amherst 8:00 PM
atWesleyan 7:30 PM
vs Iona 7:30 PM
vsUConn 7:30 PM
Intramural Schedule
Tuesday, February 11 Gym A Gym B
6:00-7:00 O v Q TvL
7:00-8:00 2v6 J v l
8:00-9:00 I.v7 AvE
9:00-10:00 KvN EvC
Wednesday, February 12
7:00-8:00 EvG 4v6
8:00-9:00 AvJ BvF
9:00-10:00 KvM UvQ
Thursday, February 13
7:00-8:00
Friday, February 14
7:00-8:00
8:00-9:00
9:00-10:00
Saturday, February 15
1:00-2:00
2:00-3:00
3:00-4:00
(UnitD) IvG
(UnitD) 3v6
(UnitD). N v 6 ,
4V7 TvQ
(UnitD) EvI
(UnitD) SvL
(UnitD) 2 v 5
Sunday, February 16
1:00-2:00
2:00-3:00
3:00-4:00
4:00-5:00
5:00-6:00
P v Q
RvS
5 v 8
FvG
BvD
Dave Shapiro f92
The Athlete of the Week this week is men's
swimming captain Dave Shapiro '92. In Saturdays
meet against Connecticut College, Shapiro led his
team to a come from behind 109-96 victory, im-
proving the men's record to 3-4 on the season.
Shapiro won three races, the 200y back, the 200y
individual medley and the 200y breaststroke, ac-
counting for 27 of his teams' points.
Statistics
1991-92 Women's Basketball Statistics (9-7)
Player Yr Ppg Fg% Rpg Apg
Chiodo 92 11.5 37.4 8.1 1.6
Hadfield 94 10.8 42.9 7.6 0.9
O'Connell 93 10.4 38.3 3.9 2.9
Toolan 95 7.9 44.9 3.9 2.2
Moynagh 93 7.3 33.9 2.1 2.6
Armstrong 94 7.2 40.3 4.9 1.6
1991-92 Men's Basketball Statistics (11-4)
Player Yr Pgg Fg% Rpg Apg
Jones 94 15.7 56.3 8.2 0.8
McCoy 92 12.6 46.2 3.8 1.9
Allen 92 9.3 32.2 2.4 3.1
Almeida 94 8.9 39.2 2.1 3.5
VanderHeide 93 7.7 60.3 6.1 0.5
Haffner 94 5.5 41.8 3.6 0.2
1991-92 Hockey Statistics (8-6-3)
Player Yr
Mills 94
Leddy 92
Snednski 93
MacDonald 92
B. Monahan 95
Carroll 95
13 16.0
12 2.5
10 6.0
9 8,5
9 5.0
W-L-T SC
6-5-3 2
This Week In Bantam Sports
Tuesday 2/11: W. Basketball—
Hockey——
Wednesday 2/12: M. Basketball-
W. Swimming—
W. Squash-
Thursday 2/13: W. Basketball—
M. Squash——-
Friday 2/14: Hockey—-—
Saturday 2/15: M. Basketball—
W. Basketball—
M. Swimming—
W. Swimming-
Wrestling- --
Hockey
- at Williams--7:30
- atWesleyan-7:00
- at Williams- 8:00
- atWestfieldSt. 6:00
- atWesleyan- 4:00
- atManVille-7:00
- v Brown—— 7:00
- at Mliddlebury 7:30
- v Man'ville- 8:00
- v Tufts—----- 2:00
- v Amherst—1:00
- v Amherst—1:00
- at B'water Sfc 3:00
- at Norwich- 3:30
College View Specials
Come to the Vie w f or Dinneri
Pitchers of Ndwaukee's Best are only $3 when you
order a meal between 6 p m and 8 p m
Monday Night - $350 pitchers of Milwaukee's Best
from 9 p.m. to dosing.
Sunday Night - Pitchers of Milwaukee's Best are
only $3.50 between 9 p m and closing.
is $3.50 Pitcher Night At TheMew
TRIPOD SPORTS
BEING COLD, LIKE BEING DETERMINED TO WIN, IS JUST A STATE OF MIND
Men's Hoops Continues Resurgent Season
2-1 Week Leaves Bantams With Sparkling11-4 Record
BY BRIAN WOODWARD
Sports Writer
The Trinity Men's Basketball team
improved their record to 11-4 after win-.
rung two of three home this week. Trin-
ity upset an athletic Clark squad 71-60,
lost to one of the top Division IE squads
in New England, Colby, 71-60, and fin-
ished the week with a 73-61 victory over
Bowdoin College. Trinity is looking bet-
ter than ever in what is turning out to be
a fantastic season.
On Tuesday night, Trinity upset
Clark in what starting point guard Jeff
Almeida '94 said was, "definitely the
biggest game of the season." The story of
the game was Trinity's quick start and a
tenacious defense that kept Clark's at-
tack off-balance and thoroughly con-
fused.
The Bantams were led by David
Jones's '9415 points, most of which came
in the first half, enabling the Bantams to
build a big halftime lead.
With 9:50 left in the first half, the
Bantams held a 20-7 lead when reserve
point guard Steffan Tomlinson '94 twice
dribbled behind his back coming up the
court and then dished to Jones who scored
on a monster two-handed dunk. Trinity
would push their lead to as high as 24-8
with great play from co-captain Dennis
McCoy '92 and Reter VanderHeide '93.
VanderHeidewasbackinthe start-
ing lineup after injuring his thumb a few
weeks ago, and played as though he Was
-• r
Greg Haffner (44) looks for two in Friday night's game against Colby.
The Bantmas came out on the short end of the 70-62 outcome.
never injured. In one sequence,
VanderHeide came from behind and
blocked a sure Clark lay-up and then
followed the ball and regained posses-
sion for the Bantams by throwing it off a
Clark player's leg and out of bounds.
Clark, however, did make a surge
before the first half ended after their
guards finally started hitting their shots.
With only two seconds remaining in the
first half, Clark hit a three-pointer to
reduce Trinity's halftime lead to 28-22.
The Clark club was pumped up and defi-
nitely had the momentum going their
way as the teamsprepared for the second
half.
Clark's momentum carried over
for the first few minutes of the second
half as they cut the Bantam lead to only
one, 32-31. But, with fourteen minutes
left in the game, Trinity started to pull
away. McCoy hit a three point bomb to
increase Trinity's lead to five points and
Clark could get no closer the rest of the
way. McCoy played an excellent game,
scoring fourteen points and getting seven
hard-fought rebounds.
The highlight of the game came
with just four minutes remaining. Trin-
ity had a big enough lead to force Clark
to start pressing and double-teaming
everywhere on the court. Almeida
grabbed a rebound and threw a length-
of-the-court pass to McCoy, who was
standing around the free throw line.
McCoy grabbed the ball, and, while still
please turn to page 25
Women's Squash
In The Groove
BY COURTNEY DANN
Special to the Tripod ~*
Smoke! That was what Trinity's
women's squash did the weekend of
January 31 through February 2nd, when
theybeatthe University of Pennsylvania
9-0, and their biggest rival Franklin and
Marshall, 7-2. During the weekend the
women's squash team faced three of their
biggestmatches,losingonlytoPrinceton.
These three matches were however, not
the beginning of the women's season, as
the team has seen a 6-3 victory over
Dartmouth, and losses to Harvard and
Y a i e . . . • .•.
 : . • ' . . ; • . . . • .. - ; ; - ; •
"The team record does not repre-
sent the talent and great victories the
team has seen so far in the season," said
Coach Wendy Bartlett. Trinity's women's
squash is very strong with juniors Sarah
Hammond and Susie Dyson, Braxton
Jones '94, and freshman Kate Whitmore
in the top positions. The rest of the team
is also very strong and has often turned
the tide of the close matches.
"The U. Pennsylvania match was a
great victory for the team because it is
always great to see the team beat an Ivy
league school," said Coach Bartlett.
Freshman Courtney Dann, playing in
the number five position, played a nail-
biter match, waiting until the fifth game
to beat her opponent. Sarah Hammond
also played a strong match as she held
her U, Penn opponent to four games.
"The Franklin and Marshall match
was an important match to the Trinity
women because F&M has always been
such a big rival, and it was great to really
beat them badly. That is the most we
have ever beaten them by," commented
senior tri-captain Stephanie Spahr. Kate
Whitmore '95 played an excellent match
against F&M's talented number two
Amanda Long, winning her match in the
fifth game by the scores 15-11,8-15,15-
11,13-16,1542.
Trinity was less fortunate in the
rnatchagainstPrinceton. Twohighlights
of this match were Braxton Jones and
Susie Dyson's great wins against the Ti-
gers. Dysonplayed an exciting five game
match with the game scores at 15-11,13-
15,11-13,17-16,15-13. Throughher hustle
and concentration she was able to win,
after a very tiring weekend of three
matches. Jones dug in bothmentaUy and
physically, and took her opponent in
three games with the game scores at 15-
12,15-10,15-10. Says Jones, "Princeton
is very talented, but I hope the team can
come closer to beating them at the Howe
Cup."
Three other big matches between
Harvard, Dartmouth, and Yale took place
earlier in the season. The women played
their opening match against Harvard
before Christmas on the now famous
Trinity courts. This was an exceptional
match for the team, because, even though
the teamlost5-4, it was the closest Trinity
has ever come to beating Harvard. "In
the past Harvard killed us, but the score
shows how strong our team is this year,"
noted tri-Captain Dyson. Whitmore,
Blowout wins and close losses have marked the women's squash
season thus far.
BRYAN "WE
Amy Chick '93, Lindsey Davidson '94,
and Spahr helped bring the Bantams so
close to beating Harvard. Whitmore had
a very tough match, but through supe-
rior play she topped her opponent in five
games.
After Christmas break the women
game back ready for Dartmouth blood.
They beat Dartmouth on their home court
6-3. Hammond and Spahr both played
exciting and tough matches, but were
not victorious, thanks inpart to very cold
Dartmouth courts. But the team won six
of the other seven matches even though
Dartmouth has continued to improve
and has some very strong freshman.
please turn to page 23
